City of Anaheim
Housing & Community Development Commission Meeting
& Public Hearing
Anaheim West Tower 10th Floor Conference Room
201 S. Anaheim Blvd., Anaheim CA, 92805
March 2, 2022
5:00 P.M.
REVISED AGENDA

I.

CALL TO ORDER

II.

PUBLIC COMMENTS / PUBLIC HEARING

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES
August 18, 2021; September 1, 2021; September 15, 2021; October 20, 2021, January 5, 2022

IV.

ACTION ITEMS
1) Approval of Revisions to the FY 2022-2023 Administrative Plan for the Section 8 Housing
Choice Voucher Program
2) Public Hearing to Obtain Input and Support for Anaheim Housing Authority’s Annual Public
Housing Agency Plan for FY 2022-2022
Revisions:
Staff Reports’ title page to reflect department’s new name; and to remove resident advisory
board’s personally identifiable information; response to public comment.

V.

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS
1) Boards and Commissions Attendance Policy

VI.

COMMISSIONERS REPORTS AND COMMENTS

VII.

STAFF COMMENTS

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT
Nadia Martinez
_________________________________
Nadia Martinez, Senior Secretary

POSTING STATEMENT: The revised agenda was posted by Wednesday, March 2, 2022 by 4:00 p.m., a
true and correct copy of this agenda was posted in the lobby of Anaheim West Tower, 201 S. Anaheim
Blvd and online at the Agenda Center at http://www.anaheim.net/AgendaCenter/.
ACCESSIBILITY: If requested, the agenda and backup materials will be made available in appropriate
alternative formats to persons with a disability, as required by Section 202 of the Americans with
Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Sec. 12132), and the federal rules and regulations adopted in
implementation thereof. Any person who requires a disability-related modification or accommodation,
in order to observe and/or offer public comment may request such reasonable modification,
accommodation, aid, or service by contacting the Community and Economic Development Department
at 714-765-4300 ext. 4838 or via email to nmartinez@anaheim.net no later than 8:00 AM on the day of
the scheduled meeting.
Any writings or documents provided to a majority of the Anaheim Housing and Community
Development Commission regarding any item on this agenda (other than writings legally exempt from
public disclosure) will be made available for public inspection by contacting the Community
Development Department located at 201 S. Anaheim Blvd., Suite 1003, during regular business hours.

August 18, 2021
Draft Minutes
ANAHEIM HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
MEETING & PUBLIC HEARING
201 S. Anaheim Blvd.,
ZOOM MEETING
PRESENT:

Tim Houchen, Amelia Castro, Linda Adair, Rajni Chawla

ABSENT:

Adalgisa Tamayo, Susan Anderson-Gohl

PUBLIC:

Carlotta Rhea Clark, Pat Davis, David Duran, Mitch Lee, Karen Hernandez,

STAFF:

Acting Director
Community Investment Manager
Principal Planner
Consultant

I.

Grace Stepter
Andy Nogal
Susan Kim
David Barquist

CALL TO ORDER:
Chairperson Houchen called the meeting to order at 5:05 p.m.

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
Approval of minutes for the meeting on August 4, 2021 were tabled due to lack of quorum.

III.

ACTION ITEMS:
None.

IV.

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS:
Housing Element Workshop presentation was made by Susan Kim and David Barquist. The
presentation, along with all Commissioner input and public comments, are viewable here with
password #9==+xe0.

V.

COMMISSIONER REPORTS AND COMMENTS:
Chairperson Houchen encourage all Commissioners to attend the Buena Esperanza grand
opening.
STAFF COMMENTS:
None.

VI.

ADJOURNMENT:
Chairperson Houchen adjourned the meeting at 6:32 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Nadia Martinez, Senior Secretary
Housing and Community Development Commission

September 1, 2021
Draft Minutes
ANAHEIM HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
MEETING & PUBLIC HEARING
201 S. Anaheim Blvd.,
ZOOM MEETING
PRESENT:

Tim Houchen, Linda Adair, Rajni Chawla, Susan Anderson-Gohl

ABSENT:

Amelia Castro, Adalgisa Tamayo

PUBLIC:

None

STAFF:

Staff Analyst
Community Investment Manager

I.

Andrea Raez
Nadia Martinez

CALL TO ORDER:
Chairperson Houchen called the meeting to order at 5:03 p.m.

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
Approval of minutes for the meeting on August 4, 2021 and August 18, 2021 were tabled due to
lack of quorum.

III.

ACTION ITEMS:
Andrea Raez, Staff Analyst, requested that the HCDC review and, by motion, recommend
approval to the City Council to amend the Department’s Fiscal Year 2021-22 budget by
$5,736,852 in both revenue and expenditures in the Authority’s Special Revenue Fund to
incorporate federal funds from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development to
administer Emergency Housing Vouchers.

Ms. Raez corrected the impact on the budget in the staff report to read: The Community
and Economic Development Department’s FY 2021/22 budget will be increased by
$5,736,852 in both revenue and expenditures in the Authority’s Special Revenue Fund.
Emergency Housing Vouchers will be entirely funded by the federal funds provided by
HUD.
After a brief question answer session, Chairperson Houchen motioned to approve the request.
Commissioner Adair seconded the motion. Motion carried (4-0).
Andrea Raez, Staff Analyst, requested that the HCDC review and, by motion, recommend
approval to the Governing Body of the Anaheim Housing Authority to approve the Cooperation
Agreements between the AHA and the Community & Economic Development Department for
the Emergency Housing Voucher (EHV) Program and authorize their respective Directors to
execute and administer the agreement on their behalf to establish a joint commitment totaling
$1,400,000 to provide extensive supportive services to EHV holders.
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Chairperson Houchen and Commissioner Anderson-Gohl inquired on how they could become
more involved in providing navigation services for EHV holders. Ms. Raez said she would relay the
message.
After a brief question answer session, Commissioner Anderson-Gohl motioned to approve the
request. Commissioner Adair seconded the motion. Motion carried (4-0).

IV.

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS:
None.

V.

COMMISSIONER REPORTS AND COMMENTS:
STAFF COMMENTS:
Nadia Martinez informed the Commission that there would be a meeting on September 15, 2021
via Zoom. Ms. Martinez also informed the Commission that in-person meetings would resume as
of the first HCDC Meeting in October due to the expiration of Governor Newsome’s orders that
allowed boards and commissions to waive Brown Act requirement to observe COVID-19 social
distancing protocols.

VI.

ADJOURNMENT:
Chairperson Houchen adjourned the meeting at 5:48 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Nadia Martinez, Senior Secretary
Housing and Community Development Commission

September 15, 2021
Draft Minutes
ANAHEIM HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COMMISSION
MEETING & PUBLIC HEARING
201 S. Anaheim Blvd.,
ZOOM MEETING
PRESENT:

Tim Houchen, Amelia Castro, Linda Adair, Adalgisa Tamayo, Susan Anderson-Gohl

ABSENT:

Rajni Chawla,

PUBLIC:

Dave Barquist, Bryan Farkas, Juanita Ramirez, Maria Ramirez, Maria Valencia
One additional member of the public was present, but name was not visible on Zoom.

STAFF:

Director
Deputy Director
Community Investment Manager
Project Manager
Planner
Staff Analyst
Code Enforcement Supervisor
Management Assistant
Secretary

I.

Ted White
Niki Wetzel
Andy Nogal
Albert Ramirez
Charles Guiam
Mika Takayasu
Bianca Alcock
Michelle Gallardo
Nadia Martinez

CALL TO ORDER:
Chairperson Houchen called the meeting to order at 5:13 p.m.

II.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
Commissioner Anderson Gohl motioned to approve the Housing and Community Development
Commission Meeting minutes as drafted for the meeting of August 4, 2021. Commissioner Castro
seconded the motion. Motion carried (4-0). Commissioner Tamayo abstained.
Approval of minutes for the meeting on August 18, 2021 and September 1, 2021 were tabled due
to absence of Commissioners present at those meetings.

III.

ACTION ITEMS:
Staff Analyst, Mika Takayasu, requested that the HCDC review and, by motion, approve and
direct staff to submit the Fiscal Year 2020 – 2021 Consolidated Annual Performance Evaluation
Report (CAPER), substantially in the form attached hereto to the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD).
After a brief question answer session, Commissioner Anderson Gohl motioned to approve the
request. Commissioner Adair seconded the motion. Motion carried (6-0).
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IV.

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS:
Kimberly-Horn Consultant, Dave Barquist, provided and in depth presentation of the Housing
Element. The complete presentation along with Commissioner and public comments may be
found here: HCDC Meeting & Public Hearing.
Commissioner Anderson-Gohl stated that her senior community asked her present proposed
plans in Beach Boulevard area. She wanted to know who participated Mayor’s ad hawk
committee and what role they play in shaping the final plan because they have been heavily
impacted by the homeless in that area.
Chairperson Houchen thanked staff for their work in developing the Housing Element draft. He
also noted that the proposed affordable housing is slated for already high-density areas. He
asked if staff is looking to develop affordable housing in other parts of the City. He also inquired
if the plan would address inclusionary housing and racial equity.

V.

PUBLIC COMMENTS:
Representative of Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters, Bryan Farkas, stated that he would
like to see the Housing Element require local-hire skilled and trained workers in the development
of proposed projects the plan to benefit the environment and the local economy.
The complete presentation along with Commissioner and public comments may be found here:
HCDC Meeting & Public Hearing.

VI.

COMMISSIONER REPORTS AND COMMENTS:
Commissioner Houchen suggested reviewing Citizen Participation Plan to reach more Anaheim
residents.

VII.

STAFF COMMENTS:
Community Investment Manager, Andy Nogal, thanked Commissioners for their participation in
the meeting and for their comments.
Nadia Martinez informed the Commission that in person meeting would resume in October.

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT:
Chairperson Houchen adjourned the meeting at 6:15 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Nadia Martinez, Senior Secretary
Housing and Community Development Commission

October 20, 2021
Draft Minutes
ANAHEIM HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
COMMISSION MEETING
201 S. Anaheim Blvd., Anaheim, CA 92805
PRESENT:

Tim Houchen, Linda Adair, Susan Anderson-Gohl

ABSENT:

Amelia Castro, Adalgisa Tamayo, Rajni Chawla

PUBLIC:

None

STAFF:

Community Investment Manager
Secretary

I.

Albert Ramirez
Nadia Martinez

CALL TO ORDER:
Chairperson Houchen called the meeting to order at 5:00 p.m.

II.

PUBLIC COMMENTS:
None.

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
Approval of all minutes for the meetings were tabled for future meeting due to lack of quorum.

IV.

ACTION ITEMS:
The action item for this meeting was presented as an information item due to lack of quorum.

V.

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS:

Albert Ramirez explained the Emergency Rental Assistance Program Resolution intended
to:
1. Adopt a Resolution, authorizing the City of Anaheim’s (City) acceptance of an amount
not to exceed $9,772,067.36 in Round 2 State Block Grant funds for use in the
Emergency Rental Assistance Program (“ERAP”) and authorize the City Manager, or his
designee, to execute any and all documents and agreements required for the City’s
administration of the ERAP; and
2. Increase the Department’s Fiscal Year 2021/22 General Fund budget by $15,031,958.60
for Round 2 ERAP funds received from the U.S. Department of Treasury and
$9,772,067.36 for State ERAP Round 2 Block Grant funds for a total of $24,804,025.96
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VI.

COMMISSIONER REPORTS AND COMMENTS:
Commissioner Adair asked if the Section 8 Rental Assistance Program waiting list was open. She
also asked if staff would consider the development of housing intended specifically for City
employees, teachers, police officers on small parcels that have been unused for long periods of
time throughout the City.

VII.

STAFF COMMENTS:
None.

VIII.

ADJOURNMENT:
Chairperson Houchen adjourned the meeting at 5:20 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Nadia Martinez, Senior Secretary
Housing and Community Development Commission

January 5, 2022
Draft Minutes
ANAHEIM HOUSING & COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
COMMISSION MEETING
201 S. Anaheim Blvd., Anaheim, CA 92805
PRESENT:

Tim Houchen, Amelia Castro, Linda Adair

ABSENT:

Susan Anderson-Gohl, Adalgisa Tamayo, Rajni Chawla

PUBLIC:

None

STAFF:

Community Investment Manager
Community Investment Manager
Project Manager
Management Assistant
Secretary

I.

Albert Ramirez
Andy Nogal
Michelle Gallardo
Eric Chavira
Nadia Martinez

CALL TO ORDER:
Chairperson Houchen called the meeting to order at 5:05 p.m.

II.

PUBLIC COMMENTS/ HEARING:
None.

III.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES:
Approval of all minutes for the meetings were tabled for future meeting due to lack of quorum.

IV.

ACTION ITEMS:
The action item for this meeting was presented as an informational item due to lack of quorum.

V.

INFORMATIONAL ITEMS:

Albert Ramirez presented the First Amendment to the Fiscal Year 2021-2022 Annual
Action Plan to Incorporate Supplemental American Rescue Plan HUD Funding to
incorporate addition 5.4 million dollars to assist with affordable housing and to identify
how the funds will be used.
VI.

COMMISSIONER REPORTS AND COMMENTS:
None.

VII.

STAFF COMMENTS:
Andy Nogal informed the Commission that an Affordable Housing update is forthcoming
because several projects have received approval.
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VIII.

ADJOURNMENT:
Chairperson Houchen adjourned the meeting at 5:49p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Nadia Martinez, Senior Secretary
Housing and Community Development Commission

City of Anaheim

ANAHEIM HOUSING AUTHORITY
ANAHEIM WEST TOWER, 201 S. ANAHEIM BLVD, ANAHEIM CA 92805

DATE:

March 2, 2022

TO:

Housing and Community Development Commission

FROM:

Housing and Community Development Department

SUBJECT:

Public Hearing to Obtain Input and Support for Anaheim Housing
Authority’s Annual Public Housing Agency Plan for FY 2022-2023

RECOMMENDATION:
That the members of the Anaheim Housing and Community Development Commission
review and, by motion, recommend approval to the Anaheim Housing Authority for
Anaheim Housing Authority’s Annual Public Housing Agency Plan for Fiscal Year
2022-2023, substantially in the form attached, to the Governing Board of the Anaheim
Housing Authority.
DISCUSSION:
Section 511 of the Quality Housing and Work Responsibility Act of 1998 (“QHWRA”)
created the Public Housing Agency (PHA) Plans, which consists of a Five-Year Plan and
an Annual Plan. The Five-Year Plan must be submitted to the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD) once every five years, while the Annual Plan covers each
incremental year of the Five-Year Plan and is submitted on an annual basis. The last FiveYear PHA Plan was submitted and approved by HUD in 2020 for fiscal years 2020-2024.
As required by the QHWRA, staff has prepared the Annual PHA Plan for Fiscal Year
2022-2023 for submittal to HUD.
PHA Plans advise HUD, Section 8 participants, and other members of the public about the
PHA’s mission for serving the needs of low-income and very low-income families, and the
PHA’s strategy for addressing those needs. The Annual Plan provides details about the
PHA’s immediate operations, program participants, programs, and services for the
previous fiscal year. The Annual Plan must be consistent with the Five-Year and OneYear Consolidated Plan Documents covering the same planning time frame.
HUD provides PHAs with an electronic template to be used in preparing and submitting
their Annual PHA Plan. In most sections of the PHA Plans, information is provided by
checking off pre-established responses developed by HUD. Where applicable, greater
detail on the programs and services offered by Anaheim Housing Authority (“AHA”) is
included in attachments to the electronic template.
Anaheim West Tower
201 S. Anaheim Blvd., Second Floor
Anaheim, CA 92805
TEL (714) 765-4320
FAX (714) 765-4654

City of Anaheim

ANAHEIM HOUSING AUTHORITY
ANAHEIM WEST TOWER, 201 S. ANAHEIM BLVD, ANAHEIM CA 92805

As required by HUD, a Resident Advisory Board (RAB) – consisting entirely of Section
8 tenants – was formed to assist in the preparation and review of the Annual PHA Plan.
A meeting to receive input from the RAB was held on February 2, 2022. A summary of
the RAB members’ input and an analysis of their comments is included in the Annual
PHA Plan attachment.
A draft of the Annual PHA Plan was made available for public comment for the
mandated 45-day period commencing on January 7, 2022 and ending February 21,
2022. A public notice summarizing the purpose and content of the PHA Plan was
published in the January 7, 2022 issues of the Orange County Register, La Opinion, and
Nguoi Viet Daily News and in the Anaheim Bulletin on January 13, 2022. Two
comments were received and they are included in the Annual PHA Plan attachment.
ATTACHMENT:
Attachment 1 - Annual Public Housing Agency (PHA) Plan for Fiscal Year 2022-2023

Anaheim West Tower
201 S. Anaheim Blvd., Second Floor
Anaheim, CA 92805
TEL (714) 765-4320
FAX (714) 765-4654

Streamlined Annual
PHA Plan
(HCV Only PHAs)

U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Office of Public and Indian Housing

OMB No. 2577-0226
Expires 03/31/2024

Purpose. The 5-Year and Annual PHA Plans provide a ready source for interested parties to locate basic PHA policies, rules, and requirements concerning
the PHA’s operations, programs, and services, including changes to these policies, and informs HUD, families served by the PHA, and members of the
public of the PHA’s mission, goals and objectives for serving the needs of low- income, very low- income, and extremely low- income families
Applicability. The Form HUD-50075-HCV is to be completed annually by HCV-Only PHAs. PHAs that meet the definition of a Standard PHA, Troubled
PHA, High Performer PHA, Small PHA, or Qualified PHA do not need to submit this form. Where applicable, separate Annual PHA Plan forms are
available for each of these types of PHAs.
Definitions.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

High-Performer PHA – A PHA that owns or manages more than 550 combined public housing units and housing choice vouchers, and was designated as a
high performer on both the most recent Public Housing Assessment System (PHAS) and Section Eight Management Assessment Program (SEMAP)
assessments if administering both programs, or PHAS if only administering public housing.
Small PHA - A PHA that is not designated as PHAS or SEMAP troubled, that owns or manages less than 250 public housing units and any number of vouchers
where the total combined units exceed 550.
Housing Choice Voucher (HCV) Only PHA - A PHA that administers more than 550 HCVs, was not designated as troubled in its most recent SEMAP
assessment and does not own or manage public housing.
Standard PHA - A PHA that owns or manages 250 or more public housing units and any number of vouchers where the total combined units exceed 550, and
that was designated as a standard performer in the most recent PHAS and SEMAP assessments.
Troubled PHA - A PHA that achieves an overall PHAS or SEMAP score of less than 60 percent.
Qualified PHA - A PHA with 550 or fewer public housing dwelling units and/or housing choice vouchers combined and is not PHAS or SEMAP troubled.

A.

PHA Information.

A.1

PHA Name: _Anaheim Housing Authority ________________________________________ PHA Code: _CA104__________
PHA Plan for Fiscal Year Beginning: (MM/YYYY): _07/2022_________
PHA Inventory (Based on Annual Contributions Contract (ACC) units at time of FY beginning, above)
Number of Housing Choice Vouchers (HCVs) __6,752_________
PHA Plan Submission Type:
Annual Submission
Revised Annual Submission
Availability of Information. In addition to the items listed in this form, PHAs must have the elements listed below readily available to the public.
A PHA must identify the specific location(s) where the proposed PHA Plan, PHA Plan Elements, and all information relevant to the public hearing
and proposed PHA Plan are available for inspection by the public. Additionally, the PHA must provide information on how the public may
reasonably obtain additional information of the PHA policies contained in the standard Annual Plan but excluded from their streamlined
submissions. At a minimum, PHAs must post PHA Plans, including updates, at the main office or central office of the PHA. PHAs are strongly
encouraged to post complete PHA Plans on their official website.

This PHA Plan and all relevant documentation is available at the Anaheim Housing Authority:
•
Office: located at Anaheim City Hall – West Tower, 201 S. Anaheim Blvd., 10th Floor Anaheim, CA
92805 – Available Monday-Friday, between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.; and
•
Website: www.anaheim.net/1947/Public-Documents
PHA Consortia: (Check box if submitting a joint Plan and complete table below)
Participating PHAs

PHA Code

Program(s) in the Consortia

Lead HA:
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Program(s) not in the
Consortia

No. of Units in Each Program

form HUD-50075-HCV (03/31/2024)

B.

B.1

Plan Elements.
Revision of Existing PHA Plan Elements.
a) Have the following PHA Plan elements been revised by the PHA since its last Annual Plan submission?
Y N

Statement of Housing Needs and Strategy for Addressing Housing Needs.
Deconcentration and Other Policies that Govern Eligibility, Selection, and Admissions.
Financial Resources.
Rent Determination.
Operation and Management.
Informal Review and Hearing Procedures.
Homeownership Programs.
Self Sufficiency Programs and Treatment of Income Changes Resulting from Welfare Program Requirements.
Substantial Deviation.
Significant Amendment/Modification.

(b) If the PHA answered yes for any element, describe the revisions for each element(s):

Please see the following attachments:
Attachment 1 – Summary of Revisions to the Administrative Plan
Attachment 2 – Deconcentration and Other Policies that Govern Eligibility, Selection, & Admissions Policies
Attachment 3 – Financial Resources Table
Attachment 4 – Rent Determination Policies
Attachment 5 – Operation and Management Policies
B.2

New Activities. – Not Applicable

B.3

Progress Report.
Provide a description of the PHA’s progress in meeting its Mission and Goals described in its 5-Year PHA Plan.

Please see Attachment 6 – Progress Report
B.4

Capital Improvements. – Not Applicable

B.5

Most Recent Fiscal Year Audit.
(a) Were there any findings in the most recent FY Audit?
Y N N/A

Results pending. FY 2019-2020 Audit did not have any findings.

(b)

If yes, please describe:

C.

Other Document and/or Certification Requirements.

C.1

Resident Advisory Board (RAB) Comments.
(a)
Y

N

Did the RAB(s) have comments to the PHA Plan?

Please see below

(b)

If yes, comments must be submitted by the PHA as an attachment to the PHA Plan. PHAs must also include a narrative describing their
analysis of the RAB recommendations and the decisions made on these recommendations.

Please see Attachment 7 for the RAB’s comments.
C.2

Certification by State or Local Officials.
Form HUD 50077-SL, Certification by State or Local Officials of PHA Plans Consistency with the Consolidated Plan, must be submitted by the
PHA as an electronic attachment to the PHA Plan.
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C.3

Civil Rights Certification/ Certification Listing Policies and Programs that the PHA has Revised since Submission of its Last Annual Plan.
Form HUD-50077-ST-HCV-HP, PHA Certifications of Compliance with PHA Plan, Civil Rights, and Related Laws and Regulations
Including PHA Plan Elements that Have Changed, must be submitted by the PHA as an electronic attachment to the PHA Plan.

C.4

Challenged Elements. If any element of the PHA Plan is challenged, a PHA must include such information as an attachment with a description of
any challenges to Plan elements, the source of the challenge, and the PHA’s response to the public.
(a) Did the public challenge any elements of the Plan?
Y N
If yes, include Challenged Elements.

This Plan was available for public comment from Friday January 7, 2022 through February 21, 2022. Two public
comments from current AHA program participants were received and are attached as Attachment 8. Neither
public comment challenged any elements of the Plan.

D.

D.1

Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH).

Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH).
Provide a statement of the PHA’s strategies and actions to achieve fair housing goals outlined in an accepted Assessment of Fair Housing
(AFH) consistent with 24 CFR § 5.154(d)(5). Use the chart provided below. (PHAs should add as many goals as necessary to overcome fair
housing issues and contributing factors.) Until such time as the PHA is required to submit an AFH, the PHA is not obligated to complete this
chart. The PHA will fulfill, nevertheless, the requirements at 24 CFR § 903.7(o) enacted prior to August 17, 2015. See Instructions for
further detail on completing this item.

On August 6th, 2020, a consortium of more than 20 Orange County, CA cities released the Orange County’s
Analysis of Impediments to Fair Housing Choice (AI). The AI is a thorough examination of structural barriers to
fair housing choice and access to opportunity for members of historically marginalized groups protected from
discrimination by the federal Fair Housing Act (FHA). The AI also outlines fair housing priorities and goals to
overcome fair housing issues and lays out meaningful strategies that can be implemented to achieve progress
towards the County’s obligation to affirmatively furthering fair housing.
The complete AI may be accessed through the following website:
http://www.anaheim.net/DocumentCenter/View/39608/Regional-AI_Final

Fair Housing Goal: 1. Increase the supply of affordable housing through the following strategies:
Describe fair housing strategies and actions to achieve the goal
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Explore creative land use and zoning policies that facilitate the development of affordable housing,
examples include a housing overlay zone or religious institutions amendment.
Review Anaheim’s current Density Bonus and Accessory Dwelling Unit (ADU) Ordinances to ensure
compliance with state requirements.
Support legislation that removes CEQA requirements for affordable housing.
Identify and explore allocating city-owned sites that may be well suited for housing for which there are no
other development plans.
Continue to support tenant based rental assistance programs that facilitates additional affordable housing for
homeless and low-income individuals.

Fair Housing Goal: 2. Preserve the existing stock of affordable rental housing and rent stabilized housing
through the following strategies:

Describe fair housing strategies and actions to achieve the goal
a.
b.
c.
d.

Strengthen and expand education and outreach of tenants and owner of affordable rental housing at risk of
conversion to market rents.
Extend affordability restrictions through loan extensions, workouts and buy-downs of affordability.
Preserve at-risk housing through the issuance of Tax-Exempt Bond financing.
Explore the development of a rental rehabilitation loan program.
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Fair Housing Goal:3. Expand the access to fair housing services and other housing services through the
following strategies:

Describe fair housing strategies and actions to achieve the goal
a.
b.
c.
d.

Dedicate eligible entitlement dollars (CDBG, HOME, etc.) and explore local, state and federal resources to
expand fair housing services.
Continue to support fair housing testing and investigation to look for evidence of differential treatment and
disparate impact, including providing services to low income tenants reporting fair housing violations.
Continue to support fair housing presentations, mass media communications, and multi-lingual literature
distribution; conduct fair housing presentations at accessible locations and conduct fair housing
presentations for housing providers.
Explore alternative formats for fair housing education workshops such as pre-taped videos and/ or
recordings. Such formats could serve persons with one or more than one job, families with you children and
other who find it difficult to attend meetings in person.

In addition,
•
The City has allocated CDBG funds to the Fair Housing Foundation (FHF) to provide fair housing services
to the Anaheim residents and operators of rental properties. These services include holding tenant and
landlord workshops, counseling, and resolving any housing issues and allegations of discrimination .
•

In June of 2018, the City's Planning and Building Department amended its fee schedule and removed the
reasonable accommodations application fee

•

In June of 2018, the City's Planning and Building Department amended its fee schedule and removed the
reasonable accommodations application fee

Fair Housing Goal: 4. Continue efforts to build complete communities through the following strategies:
Describe fair housing strategies and actions to achieve the goal
a.
b.
c.
d.

Maximize and secure funding from State of California’s Cap and Trade Program (Greenhouse Gas
Reduction Fund), to improve housing opportunities, increase economic investments and address
environmental factors in disadvantaged communities.
The City will continue to work with local transit agencies and other appropriate agencies to facilitate safe and
efficient routes of transportation, including public transit, walking and biking.
Explore development of a policy to encourage developers to provide residents with incentives to use nonauto means of transportation, including locating new developments near public transportation and providing
benefits such as bus passes.
Prioritize workforce development resources in racially or ethnically concentrated areas of poverty to improve
economic mobility
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Instructions for Preparation of Form HUD-50075-HCV
Annual PHA Plan for HCV-Only PHAs
___________________________________________________________________________
A.

PHA Information. All PHAs must complete this section. (24 CFR §903.4)
A.1 Include the full PHA Name, PHA Code, PHA Type, PHA Fiscal Year Beginning (MM/YYYY), Number of Housing Choice Vouchers (HCVs),
PHA Plan Submission Type, and the Availability of Information, specific location(s) of all information relevant to the public hearing and proposed
PHA Plan.
PHA Consortia: Check box if submitting a Joint PHA Plan and complete the table. (24 CFR §943.128(a))

B.

Plan Elements. All PHAs must complete this section. (24 CFR §903.11(c)(3))
B.1 Revision of Existing PHA Plan Elements. PHAs must:
Identify specifically which plan elements listed below that have been revised by the PHA. To specify which elements have been revised, mark the “yes”
box. If an element has not been revised, mark “no."
Statement of Housing Needs and Strategy for Addressing Housing Needs. Provide a statement addressing the housing needs of low-income, very
low-income and extremely low-income families and a brief description of the PHA’s strategy for addressing the housing needs of families who reside in
the jurisdiction served by the PHA and other families who are on the Section 8 tenant-based assistance waiting lists. The statement must identify the
housing needs of (i) families with incomes below 30 percent of area median income (extremely low-income); (ii) elderly families (iii) households with
individuals with disabilities, and households of various races and ethnic groups residing in the jurisdiction or on the public housing and Section 8 tenantbased assistance waiting lists. The statement of housing needs shall be based on information provided by the applicable Consolidated Plan, information
provided by HUD, and generally available data. The identification of housing needs must address issues of affordability, supply, quality, accessibility,
size of units, and location. Once the PHA has submitted an Assessment of Fair Housing (AFH), which includes an assessment of disproportionate housing
needs in accordance with 24 CFR 5.154(d)(2)(iv), information on households with individuals with disabilities and households of various races and ethnic
groups residing in the jurisdiction or on the waiting lists no longer needs to be included in the Statement of Housing Needs and Strategy for Addressing
Housing Needs. (24 CFR § 903.7(a)).
The identification of housing needs must address issues of affordability, supply, quality, accessibility, size of units, and location. (24 CFR §903.7(a)(2)(i))
Provide a description of the ways in which the PHA intends, to the maximum extent practicable, to address those housing needs in the upcoming year and
the PHA’s reasons for choosing its strategy. (24 CFR §903.7(a)(2)(ii))
Deconcentration and Other Policies that Govern Eligibility, Selection, and Admissions. A statement of the PHA’s policies that govern resident
or tenant eligibility, selection and admission including admission preferences for HCV. (24 CFR §903.7(b))
Financial Resources. A statement of financial resources, including a listing by general categories, of the PHA’s anticipated resources, such as PHA
HCV funding and other anticipated Federal resources available to the PHA, as well as tenant rents and other income available to support tenant-based
assistance. The statement also should include the non-Federal sources of funds supporting each Federal program, and state the planned use for the
resources. (24 CFR §903.7(c))
Rent Determination. A statement of the policies of the PHA governing rental contributions of families receiving tenant-based assistance,
discretionary minimum tenant rents, and payment standard policies. (24 CFR §903.7(d))
Operation and Management. A statement that includes a description of PHA management organization, and a listing of the programs administered
by the PHA. (24 CFR §903.7(e)).
Informal Review and Hearing Procedures. A description of the informal hearing and review procedures that the PHA makes available to its
applicants. (24 CFR §903.7(f))
Homeownership Programs. A statement describing any homeownership programs (including project number and unit count) administered by the
agency under section 8y of the 1937 Act, or for which the PHA has applied or will apply for approval. (24 CFR §903.7(k))
Self Sufficiency Programs and Treatment of Income Changes Resulting from Welfare Program Requirements. A description of any PHA
programs relating to services and amenities coordinated, promoted, or provided by the PHA for assisted families, including those resulting from the
PHA’s partnership with other entities, for the enhancement of the economic and social self-sufficiency of assisted families, including programs provided
or offered as a result of the PHA’s partnerships with other entities, and activities subject to Section 3 of the Housing and Community Development Act
of 1968 (24 CFR Part 135) and under requirements for the Family Self-Sufficiency Program and others. Include the program’s size (including required
and actual size of the FSS program) and means of allocating assistance to households. (24 CFR §903.7(l)(i)) Describe how the PHA will comply with
the requirements of section 12(c) and (d) of the 1937 Act that relate to treatment of income changes resulting from welfare program requirements. (24
CFR §903.7(l)(iii)).
Substantial Deviation. PHA must provide its criteria for determining a “substantial deviation” to its 5-Year Plan. (24 CFR §903.7(r)(2)(i))
Significant Amendment/Modification. PHA must provide its criteria for determining a “Significant Amendment or Modification” to its 5-Year and
Annual Plan.
If any boxes are marked “yes”, describe the revision(s) to those element(s) in the space provided.
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B.2

New Activities. This section refers to new capital activities which is not applicable for HCV-Only PHAs.

B.3

Progress Report. For all Annual Plans following submission of the first Annual Plan, a PHA must include a brief statement of the PHA’s progress in
meeting the mission and goals described in the 5-Year PHA Plan. (24 CFR §903.11(c)(3), 24 CFR §903.7(r)(1))

B.4

Capital Improvements. This section refers to PHAs that receive funding from the Capital Fund Program (CFP) which is not applicable for HCV-Only
PHAs

B.5

Most Recent Fiscal Year Audit. If the results of the most recent fiscal year audit for the PHA included any findings, mark “yes” and describe those
findings in the space provided. (24 CFR §903.7(p))

C. Other Document and/or Certification Requirements.
C.1 Resident Advisory Board (RAB) comments. If the RAB had comments on the annual plan, mark “yes,” submit the comments as an attachment to the
Plan and describe the analysis of the comments and the PHA’s decision made on these recommendations. (24 CFR §903.13(c), 24 CFR §903.19)
C.2 Certification by State of Local Officials. Form HUD-50077-SL, Certification by State or Local Officials of PHA Plans Consistency with the
Consolidated Plan, must be submitted by the PHA as an electronic attachment to the PHA Plan. (24 CFR §903.15). Note: A PHA may request to change
its fiscal year to better coordinate its planning with planning done under the Consolidated Plan process by State or local officials as applicable.
C.3 Civil Rights Certification/ Certification Listing Policies and Programs that the PHA has Revised since Submission of its Last Annual Plan. Provide
a certification that the following plan elements have been revised, provided to the RAB for comment before implementation, approved by the PHA board,
and made available for review and inspection by the public. This requirement is satisfied by completing and submitting form HUD-50077 ST-HCV-HP,
PHA Certifications of Compliance with PHA Plan, Civil Rights, and Related Laws and Regulations Including PHA Plan Elements that Have Changed.
Form HUD-50077-ST-HCV-HP, PHA Certifications of Compliance with PHA Plan, Civil Rights, and Related Laws and Regulations Including PHA Plan
Elements that Have Changed must be submitted by the PHA as an electronic attachment to the PHA Plan. This includes all certifications relating to Civil
Rights and related regulations. A PHA will be considered in compliance with the certification requirement to affirmatively further fair housing if the
PHA fulfills the requirements of §§ 903.7(o)(1) and 903.15(d) and: (i) examines its programs or proposed programs; (ii) identifies any fair housing issues
and contributing factors within those programs, in accordance with 24 CFR 5.154; or 24 CFR 5.160(a)(3) as applicable (iii) specifies actions and
strategies designed to address contributing factors, related fair housing issues, and goals in the applicable Assessment of Fair Housing consistent with 24
CFR 5.154 in a reasonable manner in view of the resources available; (iv) works with jurisdictions to implement any of the jurisdiction's initiatives to
affirmatively further fair housing that require the PHA's involvement; (v) operates programs in a manner consistent with any applicable consolidated plan
under 24 CFR part 91, and with any order or agreement, to comply with the authorities specified in paragraph (o)(1) of this section; (vi) complies with
any contribution or consultation requirement with respect to any applicable AFH, in accordance with 24 CFR 5.150 through 5.180; (vii) maintains records
reflecting these analyses, actions, and the results of these actions; and (viii) takes steps acceptable to HUD to remedy known fair housing or civil rights
violations. impediments to fair housing choice within those programs; addresses those impediments in a reasonable fashion in view of the resources
available; works with the local jurisdiction to implement any of the jurisdiction’s initiatives to affirmatively further fair housing; and assures that the
annual plan is consistent with any applicable Consolidated Plan for its jurisdiction. (24 CFR §903.7(o)).
C.4 Challenged Elements. If any element of the Annual PHA Plan or 5-Year PHA Plan is challenged, a PHA must include such information as an attachment
to the Annual PHA Plan or 5-Year PHA Plan with a description of any challenges to Plan elements, the source of the challenge, and the PHA’s response
to the public.
D. Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing (AFFH).
D.1 Affirmatively Furthering Fair Housing. The PHA will use the answer blocks in item D.1 to provide a statement of its strategies and actions to implement
each fair housing goal outlined in its accepted Assessment of Fair Housing (AFH) consistent with 24 CFR § 5.154(d)(5) that states, in relevant part: “To
implement goals and priorities in an AFH, strategies and actions shall be included in program participants' … PHA Plans (including any plans incorporated
therein) …. Strategies and actions must affirmatively further fair housing ….” Use the chart provided to specify each fair housing goal from the PHA’s AFH for
which the PHA is the responsible program participant – whether the AFH was prepared solely by the PHA, jointly with one or more other PHAs, or in
collaboration with a state or local jurisdiction – and specify the fair housing strategies and actions to be implemented by the PHA during the period covered by
this PHA Plan. If there are more than three fair housing goals, add answer blocks as necessary.
Until such time as the PHA is required to submit an AFH, the PHA will not have to complete section D., nevertheless, the PHA will address its obligation to
affirmatively further fair housing in part by fulfilling the requirements at 24 CFR 903.7(o)(3) enacted prior to August 17, 2015, which means that it examines its
own programs or proposed programs; identifies any impediments to fair housing choice within those programs; addresses those impediments in a reasonable
fashion in view of the resources available; works with local jurisdictions to implement any of the jurisdiction’s initiatives to affirmatively further fair housing
that require the PHA’s involvement; and maintain records reflecting these analyses and actions. Furthermore, under Section 5A(d)(15) of the U.S. Housing Act
of 1937, as amended, a PHA must submit a civil rights certification with its Annual PHA Plan, which is described at 24 CFR 903.7(o)(1) except for qualified
PHAs who submit the Form HUD-50077-CR as a standalone document.

This information collection is authorized by Section 511 of the Quality Housing and Work Responsibility Act, which added a new section 5A to the U.S. Housing Act of 1937,
as amended, which introduced the Annual PHA Plan. The Annual PHA Plan provides a ready source for interested parties to locate basic PHA policies, rules, and
requirements concerning the PHA’s operations, programs, and services, and informs HUD, families served by the PHA, and members of the public for serving the needs of
low- income, very low- income, and extremely low- income families.

Public reporting burden for this information collection is estimated to average 6.02 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data
sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. HUD may not collect this information, and respondents
are not required to complete this form, unless it displays a currently valid OMB Control Number.
Privacy Act Notice. The United States Department of Housing and Urban Development is authorized to solicit the information requested in this form by virtue of Title 12,
U.S. Code, Section 1701 et seq., and regulations promulgated thereunder at Title 12, Code of Federal Regulations. Responses to the collection of information are required to
obtain a benefit or to retain a benefit. The information requested does not lend itself to confidentiality
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ATTACHMENT 1

B.1 Revision of the PHA Plan Elements
Summary of Revisions for the FY 2022-2023 Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher
Administrative Plan
The Anaheim Housing Authority (AHA) is required to maintain an Administrative Plan (Plan)
that details the policies and procedures governing how its Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher
(HCV) Program will be administered. Since its last revision in 2021, some sections of the Plan
are being modified and other sections include new language.
This attachment reflects the revisions made to the Administrative Plan regarding the Section 8
HCV and Project-Based Voucher (PBV) programs. Summaries of the changes being made are
listed below. For your reference, the revisions are listed under “Modified Language.”
In the FY 2020-24 Five Year PHA Plan, the AHA defined a significant amendment or
modification to the PHA Plan is as a change in program policy including changes to rent,
admissions policies, and organization of the waiting list or terminations. Exceptions to this
definition will be made for changes that are adopted to reflect changes in U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) regulatory requirements or if such changes are adopted
in response to a significant reduction in funding.
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CHAPTER 3: ELIGIBILITY
Modified Language: Criminal Activity [24 CFR 982.553]
Plan Section: 3-III.C. Other Permitted Reasons for Denial of Assistance
Description
of Change:

HUD allows the Housing Authority to deny assistance if the Housing
Authority determines that any household member is currently engaged in, or
has engaged in during a reasonable time before the family would receive
assistance, certain types of criminal activity.
AHA would like to incorporate a policy that clarifies that household members
would be denied assistance if they have been convicted of any criminal sexual
conduct towards any victim who are subject to any registration requirement
under a state sex offender registration program.

New
Language:

Criminal Activity [24 CFR 982.553]
[…]
PHA Policy
If any household member has been convicted of any criminal sexual
conduct against one or more identified victims, and is currently
subject to a registration requirement under a state sex offender
registration program, the family will be denied assistance.
If any household member is currently engaged in, or has been
convicted of drug-related criminal activity, defined as the illegal
manufacture, sale, or distribution of a drug, or the possession of a drug
with intent to manufacture, sell, or distribute the drug, within the past
36 months, the family will be denied assistance.
If any household member is currently engaged in, or has been
convicted of drug-related criminal activities for personal use only,
within the past 12 months, the family will be denied assistance.
For convictions for drug-related criminal activity for personal use
only, within the past 12 months, the PHA will consider whether the
culpable household member is participating in or has successfully
completed a supervised drug or alcohol rehabilitation program or has
otherwise been rehabilitated successfully. The PHA will require the
applicant to submit evidence of the household member’s current
participation in or successful completion of a supervised drug or
alcohol rehabilitation program, or evidence of otherwise having been
rehabilitated successfully.
If any household member has been convicted of violent criminal
activity within the past five years, the family will be denied assistance.
Violent criminal activity, defined by HUD as any criminal activity that
has as one of its elements the use, attempted use, or threatened use of
physical force substantial enough to cause, or be reasonably likely to
cause, serious bodily injury or property damage [24 CFR 5.100].
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If any household member is currently engaged in, or has engaged in
any of the following criminal activities, within the past 12 months, the
family will be denied assistance.
Criminal activity that may threaten the health, safety, or right to
peaceful enjoyment of the premises by other residents or persons
residing in the immediate vicinity; or
Criminal activity that may threaten the health or safety of property
owners and management staff, and persons performing contract
administration functions or other responsibilities on behalf of the PHA
(including a PHA employee or a PHA contractor, subcontractor, or
agent).
Immediate vicinity means within a three-block radius of the premises.
Evidence of such criminal activity includes, but is not limited to the
following, during the respective lookback periods:
Criminal convictions
Police reports or witness statements
Any record of eviction from public or privately-owned housing
as a result of criminal activity
Completion of Parole/Probation - any adult family member convicted
of a drug related, violent, and/or other applicable criminal activity
within the defined lookback period, prior to the date of eligibility
determination, must have completed all the terms of any related
sentence including completion of parole and/or probation to be eligible
for admission. However, if by public record or other preponderance of
evidence, a family member has completed the parole or probation
terms, but appears to be currently engaged in other criminal activity,
within the last twenty four months prior to determination of eligibility,
the PHA may deny admission.
In making its decision to deny assistance, the PHA will consider the
factors discussed in Section 3-III.E. Upon consideration of such
factors, the PHA may, on a case-by-case basis, decide not to deny
assistance
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B.1 Revision of the PHA Plan Elements
CHAPTER 4: APPLICATIONS, WAITING LIST AND TENANT SELECTION
Modified Language: Ineligible for Placement on the Active Waiting List
Plan Section: 4-I.D. PLACEMENT ON THE WAITING LIST
Description of The AHA continuously monitors its waiting lists to ensure that applicants are
eligible for the programs that they applied for. Applicants that are ineligible
Change:
for the program that they applied for are removed from the waiting list upon
discovery. The AHA would like to modify its existing policy to clarify that
the removal from the waiting list may occur at any time that the applicant is
on the waiting list if it is discovered they do not qualify for the program, and
not just within 10 days of having received they application. Applicants that
are removed from the waiting by are notified by mail and are granted a 10day appeal period to contest the decision.
Modified
Language:

Ineligible for Placement on the Active Waiting List
PHA Policy
[…]
All information provided for the purposes of being placed on the
active waiting list are subject to verification. If the PHA can
determine from the information provided that a family is ineligible,
the family will not be placed on the active waiting list. Where a
family is determined to be ineligible, the PHA will send written
notification of the ineligibility determination within 10 business days
of receiving a complete applicationwhen the determination was made.
The notice will specify the reasons for ineligibility, and will inform
the family of its right to request an informal review and explain the
process for doing so (see Chapter 16).
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CHAPTER 4: APPLICATIONS, WAITING LIST AND TENANT SELECTION
CHAPTER 5: BRIEFINGS AND VOUCHER ISSUANCE
CHAPTER 11: REEXAMINATIONS
Modified Language: Mail Returned by the Post Office
Plan Sections:
4-II.F. Reporting Changes in Family Circumstances
4-III.D. Notification of Selection
5-I.B. Briefing [24 CFR 982.301]
11-I.B. Scheduling Regular Reexaminations
Description of The AHA requires that all applicants and program participants provide the
agency with their current address at all times so that AHA can notify them of
Change:
information pertaining to their rental-assistance. Otherwise, they removed
from the waiting list or terminated from the program (as applicable). These
policies will stay in effect. The AHA would only like to modify the existing
language so that they all contain uniform language.
Modified
Language:

4-II.F. Reporting Changes in Family Circumstances
PHA Policy
[…]
The PHA uses the current mailing address to send notification when
there are openings in the program. When mail is returned as
undeliverableby the post office, the applicant’s name will be removed
from the waiting list.
4-III.D. Notification of Selection
PHA Policy
[…]
If a notification letter is returned to the PHA with no forwarding
addressby the post office, the family will be removed from the
waiting list. A notice of denial (see Chapter 3) will not be sent to the
family’s address of record as the address on record is will no longer
be considered valid.
5-I.B. Briefing [24 CFR 982.301]
[…]
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Notification and Attendance
PHA Policy
[…]
If the notice is returned by the post office with no forwarding address,
a notice of denial (see Chapter 3) will be sent to the family’s address
of record. The PHA may also send a notice to an alternate address if
provided on the initial application.
11-I.B. Scheduling Regular Reexaminations [24 CFR 982.516]
[…]
Notification of and Participation in the Regular Reexamination Process
[…]
PHA Policy
[…]
If a family fails to attend two scheduled interviews without PHA
approval, or if the notice is returned by the post office with no
forwarding address, a notice of termination (see Chapter 12) will be
sent to the family’s address of record, and to any alternate address
provided in the family’s file.
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CHAPTER 4: APPLICATIONS, WAITING LIST AND TENANT SELECTION
Modified Language: Targeted Funding [24 CFR 982.204(e)]
Plan Section: 4-III.B. Selection and HCV Funding Sources
Description of The AHA currently receives exclusive funding from HUD for specific
categories of families on the waiting list. These categories are defined under
Change:
the “Targeted Funding” section of the Plan. The AHA would like to
incorporate and define the Emergency Housing Vouchers (EHV) and HUDVeteran Affairs Supportive Housing (HUD-VASH) into this list.
Modified
Language:

Targeted Funding [24 CFR 982.204(e)]
[…]
PHA Policy
The PHA administers the following types of targeted funding:
Mainstream for Persons with a Disability- Mainstream vouchers are awarded
to disabled families on the HCV waiting list. AHA applies local preferences
in determining the order in which Mainstream vouchers are awarded to
eligible families.
Family Unification Program (FUP) – FUP vouchers are awarded to families
who are referred to AHA by the Orange County Department of Children
Services. AHA applies local preferences in determining the order in which
FUP vouchers are awarded to eligible families. As allowed by HUD
regulations, when a FUP voucher is vacated, AHA will use the initial FUP
voucher to assist families from the regular HCV waiting list.
Non-Elderly Disabled (NEDs) Vouchers –NEDs vouchers are awarded to
non-elderly disabled families on the HCV waiting list. AHA applies local
preferences in determining the order in which NEDs vouchers are awarded to
eligible families.
Emergency Housing Voucher (EHV) - EHVs are issued to individuals and
families who are homeless, at-risk of homelessness, fleeing, or attempting to
flee, domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, stalking, or human
trafficking, or were recently homeless or have a high risk of housing
instability. EHVs are administered in accordance to the policies in Chapter
16 Part X of this Plan.
HUD-Veteran Affairs Supportive Housing (HUD-VASH) - HUD-VASH
vouchers are issued to homeless Veterans or a Veteran families and are
administered in accordance to the policies in Chapter 16 Part XI of this Plan.
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CHAPTER 4: APPLICATIONS, WAITING LIST AND TENANT SELECTION
Modified Language: Local Preferences
Plan Section: 4-III.C. Selection Method
Description
of Change:

The AHA would like to amend its current “Special Needs Populations” local
preference to expand eligibility to a broader population in need of housing.
The City of Anaheim operates several city-funded programs that work
towards housing individuals and families. These programs specifically target
homeless and at risk of becoming homeless families. Rental-assistance to the
families in the city-funded programs is limited based on each program’s
policies and is not permanent. Currently, only Anaheim-based families that
are homeless in any city-funded homeless program qualify for a waiting list
preference. The AHA would like to also like to allow Anaheim-based
families that are at risk of becoming homeless in any city-funded homeless
program as many of these families would find themselves homeless once the
city-funded assistance ends.
In addition, the AHA would also like to establish a preference for families
who have been terminated from the AHA’s Housing Opportunities for
Persons with AIDS (HOPWA) program. Families receiving assistance under
the HOPWA program require that the families have an eligible member. If
the eligible member passes away, the family must be terminated from the
program. This new policy would allow the families in need to remain
receiving assistance but through the Housing Choice Voucher (HCV)
program. All families under this policy would be required to undergo the
entire eligibility process from the beginning, including background checks, to
ensure their eligibility for an HCV voucher.

Modified
Language:

Local Preferences [24 CFR 982.207; HCV p. 4-16]
[…]
PHA Policy
The PHA may open its waiting list only to certain local preferences [PIH
Notice 2012-34]. The following is a list of local preferences offered by the
PHA in their order of selection.
1. Special Needs Populations
a. For up to 172 vouchers, preference will be granted to non-elderly
disabled persons that are transitioning out of institutional or other
segregated settings or are homeless. These vouchers were granted
through 2017 Mainstream Voucher Program NOFA and 2020
CARES Act allocations). Applicants who live or work in the City
of Anaheim will be given priority under this preference.
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b. The PHA will commit up to 50% of annual new admission
vouchers to assist Anaheim-based homeless families who
are either:
i. RHomeless and referred by an approved local
service provider because they are participating in a
local transitional housing program or are receiving
other supportive and shelter services from that
provider. Providers may be required to verify that
applicants had ties to Anaheim prior to entering the
shelter and commit to providing appropriate
services to the client; or
ii. Participating in a city-funded homeless or at risk of
becoming homeless program and have been
referred by the connected service agency.
c. Families who are being terminated from the Housing
Opportunities for Persons with AIDS (HOPWA) program,
due to the qualifying member being deceased.
Applicants must meet all eligibility requirements. Admissions will
be on a first come, first served basis and is subject to funding
availability.
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CHAPTER 5: BRIEFINGS AND VOUCHER ISSUANCE
Modified Language: Extensions of Voucher Term
Plan Section: 5-II.E. Voucher Term, Extensions, and Suspensions
Description
of Change:

The AHA has the authority to grant extensions of search time of a voucher,
specify the length of a voucher extension period, and determine the
circumstances under which extensions will be granted. These discretionary
policies are required to be outlined in the AHA’s Plan. The AHA would like
to clarify that voucher extension requests cannot extend beyond 240 days
(approx. 8 months) even when a reasonable accommodation has been
granted.

Modified
Language:

Extensions of Voucher Term [24 CFR 982.303(b)]
[…]
PHA Policy
The PHA will automatically approve one 60-day extension upon
written request from the family, except in cases of incoming billable
portability vouchers. For additional information regarding extensions of
portability vouchers, please see Chapter 15.
The PHA will approve additional extensions, not to exceed a
maximum of 180 days, only in the following circumstances:
The PHA has determined that additional search time is
necessary due to extraordinary market conditions, such as an
extremely low vacancy rate.
It is necessary as a reasonable accommodation for a person
with disabilities.
It is necessary due to reasons beyond the family’s control, as
determined by the PHA. Following is a list of extenuating
circumstances that the PHA may consider in making its
decision. The presence of these circumstances does not
guarantee that an extension will be granted:
Serious illness or death in the family
Other family emergency
The PHA may approve up to 240 days when necessary as a
reasonable accommodation.
Any request for an additional extension must include the reason(s) an
additional extension is necessary. The PHA may require the family to
provide documentation to support the request.
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All requests for extensions to the voucher term must be made in
writing and submitted to the PHA prior to the expiration date of the
voucher (or extended term of the voucher).
The PHA will decide whether to approve or deny an extension request
within 15 business days of the date the request is received, and will
immediately provide the family written notice of its decision.
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CHAPTER 7: VERIFICATIONS
Modified Language: Verification of Preference Status
Plan Section: 7-II.B. Social Security Numbers [24 CFR 5.216 and Notice PIH 2010-3]
Description
of Change:

New
Language:

On November 2019, HUD released the Eligibility Chapter of their Housing
Choice Voucher Guidebook. This chapter clarified that Housing Authorities
have the option to keep or remove the copy of the documentation of Social
Security Numbers (SSN) once the information has have been verified. The
AHA would like to clarify in its policy that it will retain SSN documentation
in its applicant and participant files.
7-II.B. Social Security Numbers [24 CFR 5.216 and Notice PIH 2010-3]
[…]
Once the individual’s verification status is classified as “verified,” the PHA
may, at its discretion, remove and destroy the copy of the documentation of
SSN [HCV GB, Eligibility Chapter, Nov 2019].should remove and destroy
copies of documentation accepted as evidence of social security numbers by
no later than the next reexamination.
PHA Policy
Once an individual’s status is classified as “verified” in HUD’s EIV
system, the PHA will retain the documents in the applicant and
participant file.remove and destroy copies of documentation accepted
as evidence of social security numbers by no later than the next
reexamination.
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CHAPTER 7: VERIFICATIONS
Modified Language: Verification of Preference Status
Plan Section: 7-II.H. Verification of Preference Status
The AHA must verify the preferences that applicants claim, as they
Description
determine their placement on the waiting list. Chapter 7 of the AHA Plan
of Change:
currently outlines the types of verifications are required for each waiting list
preference. The AHA would like to list what documentation a surviving
spouse must submit when claiming the veteran’s preference. The policy
would require surviving spouses to submit the Veteran’s DD214 (or other
official documentation from the armed services or the Veterans Affairs
Administration), a copy of their marriage license, and the Veteran’s death
certificate.
New
Language:

7-II.H. Verification of Preference Status
[…]
PHA Policy
[…]
Veteran’s Preference – Applicant must submit a copy of their DD-214
or other official documentation from the armed services or the
Veterans Affairs Administration. The applicant must meet the
definition of veteran under the California Military and Veterans Code,
Section 980. If it is unclear that the applicant meets this definition
according to the DD-214, it is the applicant’s responsibility to provide
verification from the US Department of Veterans Affairs that he or
she is considered a veteran.
To verify eligibility under the veteran’s preference as a surviving
spouse, the surviving spouse must submit the Veteran’s DD214 (or
other official documentation from the armed services or the Veterans
Affairs Administration), a copy of their marriage license, and the
Veteran’s death certificate.
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CHAPTER 11: REEXAMINATIONS
Modified Language: Family-Initiated Interim Reexaminations
Plan Section: 11-II.C. Changes Affecting Income or Expenses
Description
of Change:

AHA has existing policies that outline what types of income changes affects
a family’s rent calculation between regular annual reexaminations. These
policies specify what types of income changes prompts the agency to conduct
an interim reexamination of income and modify the rent accordingly.
Currently, AHA conducts an interim reexamination of income if a family
member obtains new or replacement income after losing employment within
the last 12 months. The AHA would like to amend the existing policy so that
the agency conducts an interim reexamination of income any time a family
member obtains new or replacement. This new policy would prompt an
interim reexamination even if the new income is reported after not having
employment for over 12 months.
AHA also has an existing policy which holds that an annual and/or interim
reexamination where the tenant portion of the rent would decrease may only
be processed upon verification that they have applied for unemployment
benefits. The AHA would also like to require that families also apply to
CalWorks and General Relief benefits, as applicable to the individual
family’s situation.

New
Language:

11-II.C. Changes Affecting Income or Expenses
[…]
PHA-Initiated Interim Reexaminations
PHA-initiated interim reexaminations are those that are scheduled based on
circumstances or criteria defined by the PHA. They are not scheduled
because of changes reported by the family.
PHA Policy
The PHA will conduct interim reexaminations in each of the
following instances:
For families receiving the Earned Income Disallowance (EID),
the PHA will conduct an interim reexamination at the start and
conclusion of the second 12 month exclusion period (50
percent phase-in period).
If at the time of the annual reexamination, it is not feasible to
anticipate a level of income for the next 12 months (e.g.
seasonal or cyclic income), the PHA will schedule an interim
reexamination to coincide with the end of the period for which
it is feasible to project income.
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When a family member obtains new or replacement income
after losing employment within the last 12 months. The new
income will be counted towards the family’s rent portion.
This policy does not apply to the loss of employment more
than 12 months prior to the reporting of new income.
The PHA may conduct an interim reexamination at any time
in order to correct an error in a previous reexamination, or to
investigate a tenant fraud complaint.
Family-Initiated Interim Reexaminations
[…]
Required Reporting
HUD regulations give the PHA the freedom to determine the circumstances
under which families will be required to report changes affecting income.
PHA Policy
The PHA will conduct interim reexaminations for families that
qualify for the earned income disallowance (EID), and only when the
EID family’s share of rent will change as a result of the increase.
Families are required to report when a family member obtains new or
replacement employment income within ten (10) business days of the
change.
Families are not required to report any other changes in income or
expenses unless they reported no income at the time of their regular
recertification or they reported a loss of employment income within
the last 12 months.
Families who report no income must report a change in income within
ten (10) business days of the change. AHA The PHA will conduct an
interim re-examination to reflect the addition of income to the
household. The increase will be effective on the first of the month
following a 30 days’ notice to the family.
A family member who reported a loss of employment income within
the last 12 months must report any new or replacement income
obtained by that member.
Families are not required to report any other changes in income or
expenses that occur throughout the year as long as they have provided
complete and accurate information during their regular reexamination.
Optional Reporting
The family may request an interim reexamination any time the family has
experienced a change in circumstances since the last determination [24 CFR
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982.516(bc)(2)]. The PHA must process the request if the family reports a
change that will result in a reduced family income [HCV GB, p. 12-9].
[…]
PHA Policy
If a family reports a change that was not required to report and that
would result in an increase in the family share of the rent, the PHA
will note the information in the tenant file, but will not conduct an
interim reexamination.
Families may report changes in income or expenses at any time. The
PHA will not process an interim reexamination decreasing rent due to
a loss of employment unless the family provides evidence they have
applied for unemployment, CalWorks, and General Relief benefits, as
applicable. Once the family provides this evidence, the PHA will
make an interim change, but will require the family to provide
verification of the new unemployment benefits immediately once they
receive it. The PHA will then conduct a new interim reexamination
to include the new unemployment income. This policy also applies if
the change is reported as part of a regularly scheduled reexamination.
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CHAPTER 12: TERMINATION OF ASSISTANCE AND TENANCY
Modified Language: Drug-Related and Violent Criminal Activity [24 CFR 5.100]
Plan Section: 12-I.E. Mandatory Policies and Other Authorized Terminations
Description of
Change:

HUD allows the AHA to terminate assistance if the AHA determines that
any household member is currently engaged in, or has engaged in during
a reasonable time before the family would receive assistance, certain
types of criminal activity.
AHA would like include a policy where household members would be
terminated from receiving assistance if they have been convicted of any
criminal sexual conduct towards any victim and if they are subject to any
registration requirement under a state sex offender registration program.
12-I.E. Mandatory Policies and Other Authorized Terminations
[…]
Drug-Related and Violent Criminal Activity [24 CFR 5.100]
[…]
PHA Policy
The PHA will terminate a family’s assistance if any household
member has violated the family’s obligation not to engage in any
drug-related or violent criminal activity, including conviction of
any criminal sexual conduct and is currently subject to a
registration requirement under a state sex offender registration
program, during participation in the HCV program.
The PHA will consider all credible evidence, including but not
limited to, any police records, convictions of household members
related to drug-related or violent criminal activity, and any
eviction or notice to evict based on drug-related or violent
criminal activity.
In making its decision to terminate assistance, the PHA will
consider alternatives as described in Section 12-II.C and other
factors described in Sections 12-II.D and 12-II.E. Upon
consideration of such alternatives and factors, the PHA may, on a
case-by-case basis, choose not to terminate assistance.
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CHAPTER 17: PROJECT-BASED VOUCHERS
Modified Language: Preferences [24 CFR 983.251(d) and FR Notice 01/18/17]
Plan Section: 17-VI.D. Selection From the Waiting List [24 CFR 983.251(c)]
Description
of Change:

The AHA would like to amend its current “Special Needs Populations” local
preference to expand eligibility to a broader population in need of housing.
The City of Anaheim operates several city-funded programs that work
towards housing individuals and families. These programs specifically target
homeless and at risk of becoming homeless families. Rental-assistance to the
families in the city-funded programs is limited based on each program’s
policies and is not permanent. Currently, only Anaheim-based families that
are homeless in any city-funded homeless program qualify for a waiting list
preference. The AHA would like to also like to allow Anaheim-based
families that are at risk of becoming homeless in any city-funded homeless
program as many of these families would find themselves homeless once the
city-funded assistance ends.

New
Language:

Preferences [24 CFR 983.251(d) and FR Notice 01/18/17]
PHA Policy
The PHA will establish a set of preferences for each PBV waiting list to reflect
the target population of each PBV project or group of units.
The PHA will also provide a selection preference when required by the
regulation (e.g., eligible in-place families, qualifying families for “excepted
units,” mobility impaired persons for accessible units).
The PHA will commit up to 50% of annual new admission vouchers to assist
Anaheim-based homeless families who are either:
i. Homeless and rReferred by an approved local service
provider because they are participating in a local
transitional housing program or are receiving other
supportive and shelter services from that provider; or
ii. Participating in a city-funded homeless or at risk of
becoming homeless program and have been referred by the
connected service agency.
Applicants are still required to meet all eligibility requirements and qualify
for the PBV unit that they applied for.
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Deconcentration and Other Policies that Govern Eligibility,
Selection, and Admissions Policies
The Anaheim Housing Authority (AHA) does not own or manage any public housing units. The
AHA only administers Housing Choice Vouchers and Project-Based Vouchers.
Deconcentration Policies
The AHA has existing policies consistent with the goal of deconcentrating poverty and to
encourage the participation of landlords in the following sections of the AHA’s Administrative
Plan:
-

5-I.B. Briefing [24 CFR 982.301]
13-I.A. Owner Recruitment and Retention [HCV GB, pp. 2-4 to 2-6]
16-II.B. Payment Standards [24 CFR 982.503; HCV GB, Chapter 7]
17-I.A. Overview [24 CFR 983.5 and FR Notice 01/18/17]
17-V.B. HAP Contract Requirements
17-II.G. Site Selection Standards

Eligibility, Selection, and Admissions Policies
- Chapter 2 of AHA’s Administrative Plan, “Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity,”
outlines the policies that the agency abides by in terms of discrimination, providing
accessibility, reasonable accommodations, and services in other languages
- Chapter 3 of AHA’s Administrative Plan, “Eligibility,” outlines the policies the agency
abides by in terms of basic eligibility and denial criteria for the programs
- Chapter 4 of AHA’s Administrative Plan, “Applications, Waiting List and Tenant
Selection,” outlines policies the agency abides in terms of the application process,
managing the wait list, and selection from the waiting list (including preferences)
- Chapter 6 of AHA’s Administrative Plan, “Income and Subsidy Standards,” outlines
policies the agency abides in terms of the income and assets calculations to determine
eligibility for the program
- Chapter 7 of AHA’s Administrative Plan, “Verification,” outlines policies the agency
abides in terms of the verifying the applicant and tenant information as required by the
program

The FY 21-22 AHA Administrative Plan can be accessed on our website:
http://www.anaheim.net/DocumentCenter/View/38268/AHA-Admin-Plan-FY21-22
The FY 22-23 AHA Administrative Plan Draft can be accessed on our website:
https://www.anaheim.net/DocumentCenter/View/41279/Admin-Plan-Draft-01-11-22
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Financial Resources
Program Name
Housing Choice Voucher
Mainstream 5
Family Self-Sufficiency

Vouchers Allocated
6,355
397
N/A

CY 2021 Total Funding
$93,291,684
$5,881,027
$78,659
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Rent Determination Policies
The Anaheim Housing Authority (AHA) does not own or manage any public housing units. The
AHA only administers Housing Choice Vouchers and Project-Based Vouchers.
Chapter 6 of AHA’s Administrative Plan, “Income And Subsidy Determinations,” outlines the
agency’s policies pertaining to participants’ annual income, adjusted income, and calculating
their family share and PHA subsidy amounts to determine their ongoing eligibility for the
program. The AHA has existing policies that governing rents charged for HCV dwelling units,
including minimum rents, voucher family rent contributions, payment standard, and interim
reexamination policies.
- Payment Standards:
AHA Admin Plan Section 6-III.C. “Applying Payment Standards”
AHA Admin Plan Section 11-III.B. “Changes In Payment Standards and Utility
Allowances”
- Minimum Rent Policies:
AHA Admin Plan 6-III.A. “Overview of Rent and Subsidy Calculations” and 6-III.B.
“Financial Hardships Affecting Minimum Rent”
AHA has a $50 minimum rent policy and allows for families to request a financial
hardship exemption.
- Voucher family rent contributions:
AHA Admin Plan Chapter 6 “Income And Subsidy Determinations”
- Interim Reexamination Policies:
AHA Admin Plan Chapter 11, Part II “Interim Reexaminations”

The FY 21-22 AHA Administrative Plan can be accessed on our website:
http://www.anaheim.net/DocumentCenter/View/38268/AHA-Admin-Plan-FY21-22
The FY 22-23 AHA Administrative Plan Draft can be accessed on our website:
https://www.anaheim.net/DocumentCenter/View/41279/Admin-Plan-Draft-01-11-22
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Operation and Management
Below is a chart of the Anaheim Housing Authority’s (AHA) management organization:

The AHA Administrative Plan establishes policies for carrying out rental-assistance programs in
a manner consistent with HUD requirements and local goals and objectives contained in the
PHA’s agency plan.
AHA administers Housing Choice Vouchers and Project-Based Vouchers. The AHA also
administers the following types of targeted funding:
- Mainstream for Persons with a Disability- Mainstream vouchers are awarded to
disabled families on the HCV waiting list. AHA applies local preferences in
determining the order in which Mainstream vouchers are awarded to eligible
families.
- Family Unification Program (FUP) – FUP vouchers are awarded to families who are
referred to AHA by the Orange County Department of Children Services. AHA
applies local preferences in determining the order in which FUP vouchers are
awarded to eligible families. As allowed by HUD regulations, when a FUP voucher
is vacated, AHA will use the initial FUP voucher to assist families from the regular
HCV waiting list.
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- Non-Elderly Disabled (NEDs) Vouchers –NEDs vouchers are awarded to nonelderly disabled families on the HCV waiting list. AHA applies local preferences in
determining the order in which NEDs vouchers are awarded to eligible families.
- Emergency Housing Voucher (EHV) - EHVs are issued to individuals and families
who are homeless, at-risk of homelessness, fleeing, or attempting to flee, domestic
violence, dating violence, sexual assault, stalking, or human trafficking, or were
recently homeless or have a high risk of housing instability. EHVs are administered
in accordance to the policies in Chapter 16 Part X of the AHA Administrative Plan.
- HUD-Veteran Affairs Supportive Housing (HUD-VASH) - HUD-VASH vouchers
are issued to homeless Veterans or a Veteran families and are administered in
accordance to the policies in Chapter 16 Part XI of the AHA Administrative Plan.
The FY 21-22 AHA Administrative Plan can be accessed on our website:
http://www.anaheim.net/DocumentCenter/View/38268/AHA-Admin-Plan-FY21-22
The FY 22-23 AHA Administrative Plan Draft can be accessed on our website:
https://www.anaheim.net/DocumentCenter/View/41279/Admin-Plan-Draft-01-11-22
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B.3 Progress Report
PHA Goal: Expand the supply of assisted housing
During FY 2021-2022, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) awarded
the Anaheim Housing Authority (AHA) with 278 Emergency Housing Vouchers (EHVs), pursuant
to the American Rescue Plan Act of 2021 (P.L. 117-2). AHA accepted the award and began
administering the EHVs in May 2021 under the special set of operational requirements as provided
in in HUD Notice PIH 2021-35. The AHA entered into Memorandums of Understanding with the
Orange County Continuum of Care (CoC) and Interval House (a local victim services provider),
to receive direct referrals of eligible families in July 2021. To date, AHA has received 263 EHV
family referrals and has issued 180 EHVs. Approximately 34 EHV families have leased up, or
have already identified a unit and currently are undergoing the lease-up process.
El Verano Apartments is a 100% affordable 54-unit senior rental housing project located at 1248
E. Lincoln Avenue, on the former site of the Sandman Motel. Fifty percent of the units were
designated for homeless seniors. This project includes a commitment of 53 Project-Based Section
8 Vouchers from the Anaheim Housing Authority (AHA). The project was completed in
November 2020.
Finamore Place Apartment project (Manchester/Orangewood) is 100% affordable 102-unit
workforce rental housing project located at 2121 S. Manchester Avenue and 915 E. Orangewood
Avenue. The project was successful in receiving a tax credit award in July of 2019. Twenty of the
102 units in the project will be made available to homeless families and the AHA awarded 20
Project-Based Section 8 Vouchers to assist the project. The project is currently under construction
and is expected to be completed in May of 2022.
Buena Esperanza Permanent Supportive Housing apartment community (Econo Lodge Motel) is
a 100% affordable 70-unit motel conversion project located at 2691 W. La Palma Avenue. Buena
Esperanza was successful in receiving a tax credit and bond allocation in October of 2019. The
Buena Esperanza provides long-term housing solutions for individuals who are exiting a
chronically homeless condition and the AHA provided 49 Project-Based Section 8 Vouchers to
assist the project. Buena Esperanza was completed in July 2021.
In December of 2019, the AHA awarded 50 Project-Based Section 8 Vouchers and a $2 million
dollar loan to the Salvation Army's Center of Hope Permanent Supportive Housing project. The
Salvation Army's Center of Hope project consists of a total of 72-units and will provide long-term
housing solutions for individuals who are exiting a chronically homeless condition. Center of
Hope will include 70 studio units, all of which will be set aside for homeless individuals, with 50%
being set aside for homeless individuals with disabilities, plus two one-bedroom Manager’s units.
Center of Hope will also include a 325-bed low barrier shelter as part of a future phase, which will
serve as the entry point to exit homelessness and will provide a wide array of on-site supportive
services. The Salvation Army received a funding award from State HCD, through the County of
Orange No Place Like Home Program on June 23, 2021 and a Tax Credit award from the California
Tax Credit Allocation Committee on August 11, 2021 to assist with development of the Center of
Hope project. Center of Hope is expected to commence construction in February 2022.
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Anaheim Midway Apartments (Matrix site) is a 100% affordable 86-unit workforce rental housing
project located at 110 W. Midway Drive. Anaheim Midway Apartments was successful in
receiving a tax credit award in December of 2021. Eight of the 86 units in the project will be made
available to homeless families and the AHA awarded eight Project-Based Section 8 Vouchers to
assist the project. Anaheim Midway Apartments is expected to commence construction in February
of 2022.
39 Commons II (Beach and Lincoln) is a 100% affordable, 100-unit workforce rental project
located at 212 S. Beach Boulevard. The Developer submitted an application for Affordable
Housing and Sustainable Communities Program funding (AHSC) in May 2021 and is awaiting
notification of the award in January 2022. If awarded, the Developer will submit an application
for tax credits with the California Tax Credit Allocation Committee in April 2022. If tax credits
are awarded 39 Commons II would commence construction in December 2022.
The AHA continues to actively acquire and assemble property in the City to seek opportunities for
the creation of affordable housing. Below is an update for the year 2020-21:
The property known as the Karcher/UEI site is an AHA-owned site recently assembled for the
development of a multi-generational affordable housing project. The Karcher/UEI site is located
on Harbor Boulevard and West Carl Karcher Way. Staff is currently assessing the development
parameters of the site in preparation for an RFP process to seek development proposals.
The site known as Lemon/Santa Ana is comprised of several AHA-owned properties assembled
for the development of a workforce affordable rental housing and homeownership project. The
Lemon/Santa Ana site (comprised of several non-contiguous parcels) is located on Lemon and
Santa Ana Streets. Staff is currently assessing the development parameters of the site in
preparation for an RFP process to seek development proposals.

PHA Goal: Improve the quality of assisted housing
The City of Anaheim has continued to seek opportunities to revitalize low-income neighborhoods
characterized by substandard living conditions and high call for service, as evidenced in the Avon
Dakota and Hermosa Village neighborhoods. Avon Dakota and Hermosa Village consist of multiphased projects involving the acquisition and rehabilitation of apartment complexes and
conversion of market rate units to long term affordable units.
The first phase of the Avon Dakota revitalization project was completed in 2013 and included the
acquisition and rehabilitation of 16 units to provide affordable housing for low income families.
The second phase of the project, consisting of 21 units for low income families was completed in
January of 2019. Since 2014, the City has acquired ten additional properties in the Avon Dakota
Neighborhood, totaling 24 units. These properties will be rehabilitated or will be part of a new
construction project to provide affordable housing as part of a future phase three project.
The Hermosa Village Neighborhood Revitalization project consists of four phases completed
between 2002 and 2008. The Phase I project consisting of 294 units resyndicated in 2017, which
included the rehabilitation of the units to meet current standards, improving on-site resident
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amenities and adding four units to the project for a total of 297 units. The Phase II project
consisting of 112 units also resyndicated in November 2019 to provide the capital to rehabilitate
the Project and extend the affordability for an additional 55 years. The Developer was successful
in receiving a Tax Credit funding allocation from TCAC and Bonds from the California Debt Limit
Allocation Committee (CDLAC) in April of 2020. The Phase II rehabilitation commenced in
November 2020 and is expected to be completed in December 2021. All four phases in the
Hermosa Village project consist of a total of 521 units.
As part of AHA’s neighborhood revitalization efforts, the AHA is utilizing its own land for the
development of the El Verano Apartments (Sandman Motel), Finamore Place
(Manchester/Orangewood), Anaheim Midway Apartments (Matrix site) and the 39 Commons II
(Beach and Lincoln) affordable housing projects.
The AHA does not own the land for the Buena Esperanza (Econo Lodge) or the Salvation Army’s
Center of Hope Permanent Supportive Housing sites, but provided funding for both projects to
assist in the rehabilitation and conversion of the Econo Lodge blighted motel and for the new
construction of the 70 unit Center of Hope project. El Verano Apartments (Sandman Motel) was
completed in November 2020 and Buena Esperanza (Econo Lodge) Permanent Supportive
Housing project was completed in July 2021. Finamore Place (Manchester/Orangewood) is
expected to be completed in May 2022. The Anaheim Midway Apartments is expected to start
construction in February 2022.
El Verano (Sandman Motel) added 53 units for seniors and homeless seniors, the Buena Esperanza
(Econo Lodge) Permanent Supportive Housing created 69 units for homeless individuals and
Finamore Place (Manchester/Orangewood) will create 101 new affordable housing units for
working families and homeless families for a total of 223 new affordable rental units. The
Salvation Army’s Center of Hope PSH, the Anaheim Midway (Matrix site) workforce rental
housing project and the 39 Commons II workforce rental project, currently in the development
pipe-line will add another 254 affordable units to the AHA’s affordable housing inventory for a
total of 477 affordable units.

PHA Goal: Increase assisted housing choices
The AHA continues its mobility agreement with three other PHA’s in Orange County, (the Garden
Grove Housing Authority, the Orange County Housing Authority, and the Santa Ana Housing
Authority), as an effort to increase housing choices throughout the county. Additionally, AHA
maintains its contract with Go Section 8, a property listing service providing free listing options
for landlords that allows program participants to search rental units that accept AHA rentalassistance.

PHA Goal: Promote self-sufficiency of assisted households
During FY 2020-2021, AHA enrolled 23 new Section 8 tenants into its Family Self-Sufficiency
(FSS) program for a grand total of 100 participants utilizing this resource.
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AHA continued strengthening its relationship with different partners in the FSS program to provide
participants with a wide array of resources that can help them achieve their education and career
goals. AHA worked closely with multiple local colleges to expand supportive services. Fullerton
College’s Extended Opportunity Program & Service (EOP) office provided assistance with books
that participants may need during their enrolled semesters. The North Orange County Community
College District (NOCCCD) offers many classes to program participants that range from job
seeking skills to specialized job and educational training. They also helped program participants
with transportation by offering bus passes. Women Helping Women (WHW) offered participants
job seeking and retaining skills and resources. AHA’s partnership with Boys Town helped provide
supportive services to individuals who are suffering from abuse, addiction, abandonment or
violence. Lastly, AHA also strengthened its relationship with NeighborWorks Orange County who
specializes in realty services. They offer participants help with housing counseling and education
regarding credit and home ownership.

PHA Goal: Ensure equal opportunity in housing
Fair housing and reasonable accommodation information is provided in AHA’s briefing packets
and notices. Fair housing information is also provided in the lobby. In addition, clients can utilize
services from the Orange County Fair Housing Council, with whom the City has a contract with.

PHA Goal: Expand the Continuum of Care to assist the homeless population in Anaheim.
AHA operates a homeless set aside program, which entails a preference for homeless families in
Anaheim who are referred by a local homeless service provider. In 2020-2021, AHA accepted
referrals for up to 50% of its annual new admissions.
AHA continued to participate in several committees for the Continuum of Care and coordinates
with other PHAs in Orange County to strategize addressing homelessness.
During FY 2020-2021, the City served 1,237 persons through Emergency Solutions Grant Program
(ESG), which is dedicated to preventing homelessness, reducing the number of homeless on the
street and providing services to the sheltered and unsheltered.
The City also continued funding the Homeless Assistance Pilot Program (HAPP), which combines
ESG and HOME funds to provide case management and rental assistance to program participants.
The program focuses on assisting homeless families that have children attending Anaheim schools.
During FY 2020-2021, the HAPP program served families. Of the 41 families served, 13
completed the program and moved to permanent housing and the rest are still being assisted.
In addition, the City also continued funding the Chronically Homeless Individuals Pilot Program
(CHIPP), operated by Mercy House Living Centers and the Illumination Foundation. The program
provides individuals with case management services and tenant based rental assistance. During FY
2020-2021, the CHIPP program served 40 individuals and as of October 2020 the City expanded
the CHIPP program to have capacity to provide homeless services for an additional 40 clients.

ATTACHMENT 7
C.1 Resident Advisory Board (RAB) Comments

The Anaheim Housing Authority (AHA) Resident Advisory Board (RAB) meeting was held on
Wednesday, February 2, 2022 at 2 p.m. to discuss the FY 2022-2023 PHA Annual Plan and changes to the
Administrative Plan.
An invitation letter 72 current and prospective RAB members to attend and participate in the RAB meeting.
An invitation email was sent to all program participants that have an email address on file with AHA.
Eleven program participants attended the RAB meeting.
The meeting began with an introduction of PHA Plan and the RAB. Next, the RAB discussed the proposed
policy changes and then reviewed the entire PHA Plan draft.
Resident Advisory Board Members:
Linda Adair
Mohammad Arif Sarwari
Carla M Chairez
Patricia Adelekan
Emilia Pop
Marybarbara Lallos
Guadalupe Placencia
David Vu
Laura Ann Buonaugurio
June Howard Jackson
Darcy Ann Menard
Below are the comments and questions from the RAB at the meeting:
•

While discussing the proposed policy changes, all RAB members expressed support and did not
recommend any changes. There were also no objections to the proposed policies.

•

While discussing policy change under 4.III.C., a RAB member asked what the qualifications for
someone to be considered at risk of becoming homeless. A RAB member also asked if an existing
lease holder who lost their job and can no longer afford their rent be eligible.
AHA staff clarified this modification would only affect the preference to families that are currently
enrolled in any city-funded homeless program and would not apply to all families at large that are
at risk of becoming homeless. Currently, only Anaheim-based families that are homeless in any
city-funded homeless program qualify for a waiting list preference. This modification would also
allow Anaheim-based families that are at risk of becoming homeless in any city-funded homeless
program to qualify under the preference, as many of these families would find themselves homeless
once the city-funded assistance ends.

•

A RAB member asked if it at risk of becoming homeless was defined in a document.
AHA staff directed the RAB member to the AHA Administrative Plan. Staff indicated where to locate
the Administrative Plan and provided a direct link in a follow-up email on February 11, 2022 to
all RAB members.
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•

A RAB member if a homeless family who has lived and worked in Anaheim their entire lives but
had to recently relocate to another city due to homelessness would still be considered under the
residency preference.
AHA staff acknowledged that relocation often occurs due to homelessness. AHA staff clarified that
Anaheim-based homeless families are considered eligible under the preference if they can provide
third party documentation proving that have ties to Anaheim directly before becoming homeless.

•

While discussing policy change under 11-II.C., A RAB member asked for clarification on the
proposed policy that modifies when interim reexaminations are conducted, since program
participants are already required to be report all changes in income every time they occur.
AHA staff agreed that program participants are already required to be report all changes in income
every time they occur. AHA staff clarified that this policy modification would initiate an interim
reexamination to adjust the family’s rent portion immediately when the change is reported, rather
than getting an acknowledgement letter and waiting for the next annual reexamination to adjust
the family’s rent portion.

•

A RAB member if there is program or a preference for families that receive SSI or are disabled.
AHA staff answered that there is not, but discussed the mainstream preference that targets a
similar population. Staff reviewed the eligibility criteria for the mainstream preference and emailed
this information to all RAB members on February 11, 2022.

•

A major conversation topic of the RAB meeting was owners and landlords. The primary concerns
centered on suspecting that owners and landlords retaliate against program participants if they
speak up about their concerns. Throughout the meeting, several RAB members shared their
personal experiences and concerns over what they believe is a lack of owner accountability for their
responsibilities and retaliation in.
The following is a summary of their personal experiences relating to owners and landlords:
o Receive excessive rent increases to displace their family as retaliation
o Receive a notice to move as retaliation for reporting an owner to Fair Housing Council
o Believe there is no recourse for tenants to be protected from rent increases and notices to
move that are served as retaliation
o Have not received upgrades to their units when similar ones have been renovated
o Have paid for unit repairs, rather than owner
o Have problems with water temperature, whether it being too hot or too cold, that the
apartment complex has not addressed
o Have problems with contacting AHA staff through the call center
o Feel abused and intimated by owner/landlord because they may face eviction
o Feel that people these matters
o Unit not requiring an on-site manager therefore the complex frequently is not up-kept
o Expressed concern over lack of owner accountability
o Commented city council should hold owners accountable
o Commented AHA should be more involved in tenant/owner problems since we are
subsidizing so much of the rent
The following recommendations were made by RAB members relating to owners and landlords:
o Implement a stricter vetting process for owners and review whether they have multiple
subsidized properties, have multiple fair housing complaints, and have issued multiple
notices to move and/or evictions before admitting or allowing them into the program
o Concern for owners partaking in low income programs and not advocating for providing
a service to low income families, and seeking to maximize profits from the program
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Would like to that owners and landlords understand the program and the population they
serve more
Hold owners that violate program accountable
Acquire/Contract an in-house attorney or paralegal to assist in tenant/owner matters and
who can advocate for tenants’ rights, provide protections for HCV tenants so that owners
cannot take advantage of them, and help prevent retaliatory actions from owners.
Would like the right to remain in unit and not be evicted if there are multiple reports about
HQS violations
Have a complaint or how are we doing box so that tenants can notify AHA of any problems
Supported a policy recommendation to propose cap on rent increases submitted by
landlords
Inspect units when there are reported problems

The following is AHA staff’s response to the RAB comments and recommendations relating to
owners and landlords:
Tenant/Owner and Fair Housing Concerns: AHA staff acknowledged that owners, same as
program participants, also have program rules that they are required to abide by. AHA staff stated
that they would be discussing the concerns with management and will be reviewing Chapter 13 of
the Administrative Plan afterwards. AHA staff reminded all RAB members that they could submit
policy recommendations until the public comment period closes. As requested, AHA staff emailed
all RAB members the Chapter 13, which pertains to owners in a follow-up email on February 11,
2022. AHA staff also provided the contact information to the Fair Housing Council of OC
(FHCOC), the CA Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH), and HUD’s Office of
Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity (FHEO) (also provided form to report problems) in the email.
Staff Shortage/Call Center: AHA acknowledged that some program participants have been reassigned within the past year to new Housing Specialists that must be contacted through a call
center. AHA staff explained that the agency faced a staff shortage like many other during the
pandemic and that the decision was made to ensure that all program participants remained under
case management. AHA staff also provided a hiring update and shared that several new Housing
Specialists had recently been hired and are undergoing the training process. AHA anticipates reassigning all cases internally when their training is completed.
HQS Inspections. A suggestion was made to allow tenants to report AHA directly of any problems
with their units. AHA staff clarified that all program participants have the right to request a special
inspection if they feel like their unit is not in compliance with Housing Quality Standard (HQS). A
follow-up email to all RAB members sent on February 11, 2022 contained instructions on what
steps to take to report violations, and referenced Chapter 8 of AHA’s Administrative Plan, which
details the requirements, related to HQS and rent reasonableness determinations.
Upkeep of Complex. When a RAB member shared that she has to cover graffiti often, AHA staff
shared information on the Anaheim Anytime resource. Another RAB member clarified that Anaheim
Anytime helps with issues on public property. Information about Anaheim was provided to all RAB
members in a follow-up email on February 11, 2022.
City Council Involvement: When A RAB member expressed that there should be more involvement
from City Council members, AHA shared that the City of Anaheim is currently looking for Section
8 program participants to serve as a Tenant Commissioner in there Housing & Community
Development Commission Board (HCDC). Information about the Board and how to join was
provided to all RAB members in a follow-up email on February 11, 2022.
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•

A RAB member asked about participant-to-participant disputes. They shared that they have
experienced an ongoing problem with a participant that has been previously reported but has not
been resolved.
AHA staff reminded the RAB Board that all program participants are required to follow the same
program rules and Family Obligations, one of which prevents criminal activity that threatens the
health, safety or right to peaceful enjoyment of other residents and persons residing in the
immediate vicinity of the premises. AHA staff could not verify whether the other tenant is an AHA
program participant and will be reviewing case with their Housing Specialist to best help them
with their issue.

•

A RAB member commented that cost of living and utility expenses have gone up and asked if they
needed to submit a copy of their utility bills.
AHA staff explained that participants do not need to submit copies of utility bills are not necessary
and explained there is a utility allowance schedule that determines how much of an allowance is
granted for each type utility of utility every year. Staff explained that the utility allowance schedule
is updated annual and directed RAB members to the Administrative Plan utility allowance
methodology section. A direct link to the Administrative Plan was sent to all RAB members in a
follow-up email on February 11, 2022.

•

A RAB member asked how payment standards are established and if they take into consideration
market rent amounts.
AHA staff explained that payment standard amounts are revised annual and take into
considerations HUD’s Fair Market Value for the time period covered. Staff directed RAB members
to the Administrative Plan and explained that there is a section on Payment Standard Methodology.
A direct link to the Administrative Plan was sent to all RAB members in a follow-up email on
February 11, 2022.

•

A RAB member asked if the website GoSection8.com could be updated more frequently as many
units are already leased up or do not accept a rental-assistance voucher.
AHA staff explained that the website GoSection8.com is entirely managed by landlords itself and
AHA cannot control the listings. Staff clarified that AHA only refers clients to the website to assist
their search for a unit but does not own the website.

From:
Bcc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Andrea Raez Aristondo

emails redacted

AHA RAB Meeting Follow-Up
Friday, February 11, 2022 5:32:00 PM
Presentation.pdf
Admin Plan-Owners Chapter Only.pdf
FSS Flyer.pdf
HUD Housing Discr. Form.pdf
High

Importance:

Hello,
I’d like to personally thank you for your engagement at this year’s Resident Advisory Board (RAB)
meeting held on Feb. 2, 2022 where we reviewed the PHA Plan draft for FY 2022-23. We appreciate
you sharing your recommendations on how the Anaheim Housing Authority (AHA) can best improve
its program. In this email, I am listing all of the items that we discussed and the additional
information I promised. Section 1 contains important information relating to the PHA Plan, including
important upcoming dates. If you have any questions regarding any of these items, please email me
or call me at 714-765-4320 ext. 4773.

SECTION 1 – PHA Plan Documents
PHA Plan for Your Review
These are the documents we reviewed at the RAB meeting:
· For the FY 2022-2023 Annual PHA Plan draft, please click here
This is the main document we reviewed that contains our new policy proposals and our agency
updates. I sent a physical copy of the PHA Plan draft for FY 2022-23 to all RAB members last
week. Please note, AHA is currently analyzing your comments. I will notify you all when your
comments are incorporated.
·

For the FY 2022-2023 Administrative Plan draft, please click here
The policy updates and/or changes are in red text.

·

I have also attached a copy of the power point presentation that I presented

Public Comments:
You are invited to review the documents above and submit your comments between January 7,
2022 and February 21, 2022. You may submit comments via:
• Drop Box: Anaheim City Hall-West Tower, 1st Floor, 201 S. Anaheim Blvd. Anaheim, CA
92805
• Mail: Anaheim Housing Authority , 201 S. Anaheim Blvd. Site 203 Anaheim, CA 92805
• Email: araez@anaheim.net
• Phone: by calling (714) 765-4320 ext. 4773

Public Hearing:
The Anaheim Housing and Community Development Commission will hold a Public Hearing on
Wednesday, March 2, 2022 at 5:00 p.m., to receive and review comments on the Annual Plan.

Members of the public can attend the public hearing in person at Anaheim City Hall-West Tower,
10th Floor, 201 S. Anaheim Blvd. Anaheim, CA 92805. Please submit comments prior to 3:00 P.M.
the day of the meeting.

AHA’s Current Administrative Plan
This is the link to AHA’s Current FY 21-22 Administrative Plan. The Administrative Plan contains all of
the regulations and policies that our agency adheres by. It is always accessible through our website,
under the “Public Documents” tab.   
Sections We Discussed:
• To learn about our existing waiting list preferences, please refer to 4-III.C. Selection or page
4-11
• To learn about how waiting list preferences are verified, please refer to 7-II.H. Verification of
Preference Status or page 7-22
• For the regulations regarding property owners, please see Chapter 8 (HQS Chapter) and
Chapter 13 (owners chapter). As requested, I’ve extracted the Chapter 13 pages and have
attached them to this email.
• To learn about our payment standard and utility allowance methodology (how the amounts
are determined), please refer to Chapter 16, Section II, or pages 16-3 through 16-8

SECTION 2 - Following Up on Items Discussed at the RAB
Meeting
In this section, I would like to clarify and provide some additional information about several of the
topics that we discussed.
· A suggestion was made to allow tenants to report AHA directly of any problems with their
units. I would like to clarify that all units participating in our program are required to pass a
Housing Quality Standard (HQS) inspection to ensure the safety of all units. If you find that
you have any problems with your units, we ask that you initially report them to your landlord
so they can address it. If you feel like your concern is not addressed by them, you can
request a special inspection when you believe your unit is not in compliance.
o You may request a special inspection by contacting your Housing Specialist directly or
by calling 714-765-4720 ext. 4883. Please note, you will be asked to specify the
problem in your unit and you we will ask if it has been reported to your landlord so
that AHA can assess the situation.
o Chapter 8 of AHA’s Administrative Plan details the requirements related to HQS and
rent reasonableness determinations
·

Mainstream Program Information
To qualify for the mainstream preference, a household member must satisfy all three
eligibility criteria: (1) must be between 18 to 61 years old, and be (2) must be disabled, and
(3) must currently be homeless or transitioning out of an institutional or other segregated
setting and have nowhere else to go. To apply, prospective applicants must submit a written
request for the Anaheim Housing Authority to send them a pre-application by e-mailing

AHAinfo@anaheim.net or writing to: 201 S. Anaheim Blvd. Suite 203, Anaheim, CA 92805.
·

Housing and Community Development Commission (HCDC) Board
The City of Anaheim is currently looking for Section 8 program participants to serve as a
Tenant Commissioner. As a Tenant Commissioner, you will be informed about upcoming
community development projects and you can become a part of the decision-making
process. HCDC Board meetings are held every 1st and 3rd Wednesday of each month at 5:00
p.m. To apply, please visit: click here. If you have any questions, please contact Nadia
Martinez at 714-765-4320 ext. 4838

·

Family Self-Sufficiency (FSS) Program (Flyer Attached)
The FSS Program is a program designed to assist families in achieving their education/career
goals and we help you find the resources to help you achieve your goals. To learn more
about the program or to enroll, please contact FSS Specialist, Blanca Reyes, at (714) 7654320 X4709 or breyes@anaheim.net

SECTION 3 – Resources
Fair Housing Resources
·

Fair Housing Council of OC (FHCOC) (Local Assistance)
FHCOC works to eliminate housing discrimination. Their services include comprehensive
community education, individual counseling, mediation, and low-cost advocacy.
Link to website: www.fairhousingoc.org/
Phone: 1-714-569-0823

·

HUD’s Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity (FHEO) (National) (Form attached)
FHEO works to eliminate housing discrimination, promote economic opportunity, and
achieve diverse, inclusive communities.
Link to website: http://www.fairhousingoc.org/
Phone: 1-800-669-9777

·

CA Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH) (CA – State)
Link to website: www.dfeh.ca.gov/housing/

Additional City of Anaheim Resources
·

Anaheim Anytime (link)
This resource allows Anaheim residents to ask questions or report issues to any department
24-hours a day, 7-days a week. Graffiti or problems with city lights can be reported through
here.
Link to Website: www.anaheim.net/2128/Anaheim-Anytime
LINK TO MOBILE ANAHEIM APP to report problems: https://www.anaheim.net/1409/MyAnaheim-App

·

One-Time Security Deposit Assistance Program

Security deposit assistance is available for voucher holders in the city of Anaheim only when
they can demonstrate a hardship. If you find have to move and believe you qualify, please
contact your Housing Specialist directly about this program.
·

Affordable Rental Housing Interest List
Affordable Housing Program consists of multifamily apartment complexes throughout the
City that include affordable units. Please note, this does not a rental assistance program. To
enroll, please visit: anaheim.net/770/Affordable-Housing

Additional Resources *Not Associated with the City of Anaheim*
a.

Public Law Center (link)
Provides pro-bono legal services to low income residents in Orange County. Some of the
issues they can assist with range from domestic violence, guardianship, housing, health,
bankruptcy, family law, immigration, discrimination, and advocacy.
Website: www.publiclawcenter.org
Phone: 714-541-1010
Address: 601 W Civic Center Dr, Santa Ana, CA 92701

Best Regards,
Andrea Raez
Staff Analyst
Anaheim Housing Authority
201 S. Anaheim Blvd., Suite 201
Anaheim, CA 92805
Office: (714)765-4320 ext. 4773
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Public Comment #1

Andrea Raez Aristondo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Carla Chairez
Monday, February 21, 2022 12:17 AM
Andrea Raez Aristondo
[EXTERNAL] Housing Participant Suggestions

email redacted

Warning: This email originated from outside the City of Anaheim. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the message.
Hello Andrea,
I wanted to submit some of my suggestions for the AHA, to review, consider and hopefully use for future AHA
policies and rules to better serve not only Section 8/ low income program participants but to also serve the
interests of Owners, who are presently in the program or who are interested in participating in the program. I
apologize for the length of this email and for not getting back to you sooner but, I've been ill and inundated with
the complications of finding a new rental and the many other obstacles we're having regarding this forced
relocation we're going through right now.
I really don't know everything there is to know about the program we didn't have problems until now but, I
welcome this opportunity to add our input. In the last several years we've had some very uncomfortable and
very difficult situations with the owner here and when we sought information, or help, it seemed to fall on deaf
ears or we were told AHA couldn't get involved but, as our advocates, AHA should be better equipped to
intervene and help us. Hopefully our real life situations will shed some light and give some perspective through
the eyes of a Section 8 family. We're not just an entity/ID number. We definitely never thought we had any
rights and because of that we were unfortunately preyed upon. If using our experience sets plans, policies,
training, and rules into motion to pave a path to much needed changes, for us and all participants, we'll be happy
with that. We are eternally grateful for our assistance but we need and needed protection and it wasn't given, I
hope by sharing our story we can bring light to some very real issues many Section 8 participants like us, are
having.
Our history in the program..
We've resided in 3 locations while being on Section 8 assistance. If memory serves me correctly, we were with
our first tenancy for 2 years, we had to relocate because there were two sets of owners. They couldn't come to
terms on certain things amongst themselves which lead them to asking us to move. We understood their
circumstances and at the time we needed a larger place anyway so, the move, even though disappointing, was
not a burden for us. Our second tenancy was for 5 years, we had to relocate because the owner no longer
accepted Section 8 assistance, that was unexpected news and being that my medical conditions were changing,
the move was hard but we managed to do it. Our third tenancy has been for 7 years, 3 months and counting.
We're currently still under contract with the owner of our current residence until March 31, 2022. It wasn't until
this tenancy that we experienced problems with a landlord in which, in our opinion, could have been avoided if
AHA would have listened to our concerns, had policies and rules in place that owners/property management etc
would have to adhere to so that, participants, like us, would not be harrassed, threatened and treated poorly.
After many years of inquiring about what to do about this owner, we formally reported this owner in 2019 for
submitting a false rental increase letter (which was granted) and then again, another report in Oct. 2022 for
threats of eviction if we didn't agree to letting him move a family into the garage and keeping his plans and
construction from the AHA. This last report lead to the retaliation against us in the form of a 90 day notice.
Now we're being forced to move and quite possibly will be homeless after March 31, 2022. This relocation has
proven to be devastating for our family, my health conditions have worsened over the years and this whole
ordeal is traumatized me. Which brings me to my next topic, my suggestions for AHA.
1

1. Vetting
Owners must be thoroughly vetted to participate in AHA Section 8 and other low income programs. They must
understand that these programs provide a service to low income families that have special needs, that without
this assistance, most of these families would more that likely displaced or homeless. Owners must understand
that with AHA, participating in the program is a privilege which they too benefit from. With that being said,
Owners too must accept their also providing a service for low income people so owners should commit to that
and not have a, "profit over people mindset". They also shouldn't be allowed to put participants in dire
circumstances that leads to displacement and or homelessness. Examples- Rent should be capped, Owners
should not be allowed to charge extreme rental increases or be a serial evictor. etc.
2. Yearly Re-certification for Owners
All Section 8/low income program participants are required to yearly re-certification, all Owners should be
required to have yearly re-cerifications too to remain in the program. Their conduct with their tenants should be
reviewed and they should keep up with their properties. Neglectful Owners should not be tolerated.
3. CONFIDENTIAL Tenant Reports
All Section 8/low income program participants should have the ability to report concerns, violation of their
rights and be protected from retaliation. Those reports should be forwarded to a special department where the
report are investigated and kept on file no matter what the disposition is. This leaves a paper trail.
4. Tenant Checkups
AHA should check in on all tenants especially the ones who have reported concerns. This will give comfort to
tenants and establish a good relationship with AHA. Knowing that someone does care about us and our living
arrangements is very needed. This will also give notice to Owners that the AHA is keeping tabs on their
participants and the Owners conduct.
5. Owner Accountability
Owners/Property management should immediately be held responsible if they're found guilty of mistreating
their tenants. Fines, penalties should be implemented to discourage bad behavior. If repetitive or severe, a
lifetime removal from the program should be implemented so that current or future tenants would not be
subjected to a rogue Owner/Property management that has a history of tenant abuse.
6. Removal From Program(s)
Removal should be for known violating Owner of the program and their spouse's and other family members,
business associates that are involved with the property using Section 8/ low income program incentives. This
will help ensure that the original offending owner that was removed from the program will not be able to
resume program participation under another person's name or identity.
7. Legal Advice/Protection/Representatives For Tenants
There should be free legal services provided for all Section 8/low income program participants that can, advise,
represent them if they have to take an Owner to court. Owners more than likely can hire legal representatives
and they more than likely know that low income program participants can't. This emboldens Owners and puts
low income families at a disadvantage. Owners continue abuse and that's not fair to tenants.
8. Program For Long Term Tenant
There should be a housing development or arrangements made with Owners for tenants to have long term
tenancy. This will benefit and give protection to low income families from displacement or homelessness,
especially for the disabled and elderly. This will also benefit the Owner. Long term tenancy should be a major
plus, Owners will have rent security and units filled.
9. Statement of AHA Tenant Vetting
All Section 8/low income program participants should receive a statement saying that they are required to
yearly background checks and what those checks disclosed. This statement will be presented to potential owners
and property managers that hopefully will waive the background check process which costs a fee of $25-$50 or
more per adult. Some, if not many, Section 8/low income program participants are limited in funds. These fees
are a hardship and an obstacle in obtaining a new rental in most cases. If an Owner or Property Manager know
the prospective tenant(s) are already vetted it'll give them peace of mind and make the rental process easier.
10. Security Deposit Assistance
2

The AHA has assistance for Anaheim rentals already but if possible, the AHA should broaden the assistance to
surrounding cities. Especially now with the limited housing crisis we're facing.
11. Payment Standards
Payment standards should be updated frequently. The current payment standards are not compatible with the
going rental rates we're seeing now. Participants have limited options in housing as it is or being forced to
downsize their vouchers size to accommodate the payment standard. This places participants in areas that have
social issues such as crime, substance abuse and other circumstances that put participants and their families at
risk. This should be a concern for the AHA.
12. Head Of Household Transfer
In the event of the death or incapacitation of the Head of Household, the AHA should appoint their spouse,
family member the new Head of Household to prevent the family as a whole from losing their housing
assistance. This action would help prevent the remaining family from being displaced or being homeless.
These were just a few suggestions I had. Please, I hope no one in no way takes any of these suggestions
offensively, that is not my intention. I really wanted to present my suggestions via zoom or something but since
I can't, I pray who ever reads this, understands we're truly thankful for the housing assistance we receive and
that we only want to bring our concerns to light to make changes that will benefit the AHA program, and
everyone involved. Thank you for your time.
Respectfully, Carla
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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Andrea Raez Aristondo
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Public Comment #2
Melody M
email
Tuesday, February 22, 2022 12:00 PM
Andrea Raez Aristondo
[EXTERNAL] Re: AHA PHA Plan for Review

redacted

Warning: This email originated from outside the City of Anaheim. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and are expecting the message.
Forgive me for being late with my comments by 1 day.
My only comments have to do with updated sex crimes legislation and registration and CEQA.
The first one is language that appears not to reflect changes in Megan's law wording and making a offender tier
system for registrants on the list. It does not make sense to me that identified victims are protected from
disclosure on one hand. Yet the wording of the law states under 14, etc that identifies a victim. The new system
shows 5 year requirements to register for a misdemeanor, etc... If a person does not have a prior registration
expunged, will they still have to be denied? I hope that makes sense.
The second is a question about CEQA and housing supporting legislation that would not have to follow it. If
any other developments in Anaheim have to follow these environmental guidelines, it should follow that ANY
developments, regardless of the intent to use or occupy it, should be supported and applauded by Housing. If
Rockwood was developed without bypassing CEQA, and I think it was, why should any future development not
have to follow them?
Once again forgive my delay in commenting. I hope these are useful. I normally do not comment about sex
offenders. I had clients who could never get off of a mental health conservatorship or get out of a locked
psychiatric facility because of misdemeanor convictions when the laws about yelling at kids, or peeing in a park
when the restrooms were closed were created. It was frustrating then. I just hope Orange County has advocates
now who would even bother to look at the changes in the laws this past year or 2.
Melody Marler
Insert my AHA tenant number here...:)
On Wed, Feb 2, 2022 at 8:41 AM Andrea Raez Aristondo <ARaez@anaheim.net> wrote:
Hello Ms. Marler,

Thank you for your interest in the Anaheim Housing Authority’s (AHA) Annual Plan planning process for the fiscal year
2022‐2023. The Annual Plan provides details about the AHA’s immediate operations, program participants and services,
and the AHA’s strategy for addressing operational and resident concerns over the next fiscal year.

1

Below are links to the Annual Plan draft for Fiscal Year 2022‐2023 for your review. I’ve also placed a copy in the mail for
you:


For the FY 2022-2023 Annual PHA Plan draft, please click here



For the FY 2022-2023 Administrative Plan draft, please click here

PUBLIC COMMENTS:
You are invited to review the documents above and submit your comments between January 7, 2022 and February 21,
2022. You may submit comments via:
•

Drop Box: Anaheim City Hall‐West Tower, 1st Floor, 201 S. Anaheim Blvd. Anaheim, CA 92805

•

Email: araez@anaheim.net

•

Phone: by calling (714) 765‐4320 ext. 4773

PUBLIC HEARING:
The Anaheim Housing and Community Development Commission will hold a Public Hearing on Wednesday, March 2,
2022 at 5:00 p.m., to receive and review comments on the Annual Plan. Members of the public can attend the public
hearing in person at: Anaheim City Hall‐West Tower, 10th Floor, 201 S. Anaheim Blvd. Anaheim, CA 92805. Please submit
comments prior to 3:00 P.M. the day of the meeting.

Best Regards,

Andrea Raez
Staff Analyst
Anaheim Housing Authority
201 S. Anaheim Blvd., Suite 201
Anaheim, CA 92805
Office: (714)765‐4320 ext. 4773
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C.4 Challenged Elements
If any element of the Annual PHA Plan or 5-Year PHA Plan is challenged, the Anaheim Housing Authority
(AHA) must include such information as an attachment to the Annual PHA Plan or 5-Year PHA Plan with
a description of any challenges to Plan elements, the source of the challenge, and the PHA’s response to
the public.
The FY 22-23 AHA PHA Plan was available for public comment from Friday January 7, 2022 through
February 21, 2022. Two public comments from current AHA program participants were received and they
are attached as Attachment 8. This document contains the Anaheim Housing Authority’s response. Similar
comments were combined under a single bullet point.
Public Commenter #1


#1 - This public comment recommends that owners who participate in AHA’s rental assistance
program be vetted and that rent their rent be capped. It also requests that owners should not be
allowed to increase rent by extreme amounts, not be able to evict many of their tenants, and
understand the dynamics of the low-income families that they serve.
#6 - This public comment recommends that the removal of owners be shared with their spouse's
and other family members, business associates to ensure that the original offending owner is not be
able to resume program participation under another person's name or identity.
#7 - This public comment recommends that there should be free legal services provided for all
Section 8 program participants that can, advise, represent them if they have to take an Owner to
court.
The AHA thanks you for sharing your story and recommendations for the program. We would like
to share with you all of the following information to help address your comments.
We would like to begin with an introduction to the AHA’s Administrative Plan to help explain the
structure and limitations of AHA’s legal authority in our rental-assistance programs. The
Administrative Plan contains all of the federal laws, regulations, and policies that the agency must
adhere by. It also outlines the responsibilities and authority granted to each of the parties involved
in our rental-assistance programs, such as the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (HUD), the AHA, applicants, program participants (tenants), and owners that
participate in the program.
Chapter 13 of the Administrative Plan addresses the rules and regulations that owners must abide
by to participate in the program and details the actions that our agency can and cannot take. For
example, the AHA does not approve the assisted tenancy if the Housing Authority has been
informed that the owner has been debarred, suspended, or subject to a limited denial of
participation under 24 CFR part 24. Section 13-I.D. details actions that would cause owner from
being denied participation in our programs.
We would also like to reference Chapter 8, Part II and Section 9-I.H. of the Administrative Plan,
which specifically addresses rent increase requests and rent reasonableness analyses. All rent
increase requests thereafter undergo a rent reasonableness analysis to compare the proposed rent
with other similar units and takes into consideration several factors listed in Section 8-III.B. of the
Administrative Plan. The AHA only approves rent increases only if the amount of the rent to owner
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is considered reasonable according to the rent reasonableness standards discussed in Chapter 8,
and rejects the request if it not found to be reasonable.
Federal regulations 24 CFR § 982.310 and Chapter 12, Part II of the Administrative Plan, discuss
the legal authority that owners have to terminate a tenancy. Please note that AHA cannot prevent
an owner from terminating tenancy or evicting tenants if they are compliance with these policies
and regulations. If an owner submits a termination of tenancy request that is not in compliance,
the AHA notifies them that our agency cannot proceed with termination and provides them
information of the relevant policies and regulations.
While the Anaheim Housing Authority does not have the legal authority to provide legal advice or
guidance on landlord and tenant disputes, we remain committed to furthering fair housing efforts
by promoting fair and equal housing opportunities for its residents. To reflect its commitment, the
City of Anaheim has contracted the services of the Fair Housing Council of Orange County to
provide education, training, and legal services to its residents. The Fair Housing Council of
Orange County can provide you with assistance and information regarding your rights as
responsibilities a tenant.
Fair Housing Resources
•
Fair Housing Council of OC (FHCOC) (Local Assistance)
FHCOC works to eliminate housing discrimination. Their services include comprehensive
community education, individual counseling, mediation, and low-cost advocacy.
Link to website: www.fairhousingoc.org/
Phone: 1-714-569-0823
•

HUD’s Office of Fair Housing and Equal Opportunity (FHEO) (National) (Form attached)
FHEO works to eliminate housing discrimination, promote economic opportunity, and
achieve diverse, inclusive communities.
Link to website: http://www.fairhousingoc.org/
Phone: 1-800-669-9777

•

CA Department of Fair Employment and Housing (DFEH) (CA – State)
Link to website: www.dfeh.ca.gov/housing/

Additional Resources *Not Associated with the City of Anaheim*
•
Public Law Center
Provides pro-bono legal services to low income residents in Orange County. Some of the
issues they can assist with range from domestic violence, guardianship, housing, health,
bankruptcy, family law, immigration, discrimination, and advocacy.
Website: www.publiclawcenter.org
Phone: 714-541-1010
Address: 601 W Civic Center Dr, Santa Ana, CA 92701


#2 - This public comment recommends that owners should be required to have yearly
recertifications, like Section 8 program participants, to remain in the program that assesses their
conduct with their tenants and the upkeep with their properties.
We thank you for your recommendation. At this time, the AHA does not formally approve an owner
to participate in the HCV program. However, there are a number of criteria where the PHA may
deny approval of an assisted tenancy based on past owner behavior, conflict of interest, or other
owner-related issues. The AHA does not approve the assisted tenancy if the PHA has been informed
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that the owner has been debarred, suspended, or subject to a limited denial of participation under
24 CFR part 24. HUD may direct the Housing Authority not to approve a tenancy request if a court
or administrative agency has determined that the owner violated the Fair Housing Act or other
federal equal opportunity requirements, or if such an action is pending. Please refer to
Administrative Plan Chapter 13, or section 13-I.D. for additional policies pertaining to owners.


#3 - This public comment recommends Section 8 program participants should have the ability to
report concerns, violation of their rights and be protected from (owner) retaliation. They also
suggest that these reports be forwarded to a special department where the reports are
addressed/investigated and saved.
#4 - This public comment recommends the agency follow up with tenants that have reported
concerns.
The Anaheim Housing Authority currently administers a division named the Program Integrity
Unit, which is designed to prevent, detect, investigate, and resolve instances of program abuse or
fraud. All program participants have the ability to report any concern or program violation directly
to their Housing Specialists at any time. All Housing Specialists are required to respond to such
reports and provide tenants address their concerns. These matters are confidentially recorded in
each program participant’s file to help us enforce program compliance from all parties involved.
If you feel like your concerns have not been addressed by a Housing Specialist, we kindly ask that
you contact our office at 714-765-4320 and request to speak to a supervisor. A supervisor will
document and address your concerns. We would also like to clarify that there may be situations
where AHA does not have not the legal authority to address, and we respectfully refer you to the
Fair Housing resources listed in in page 2 of this document.



#5 - This public comment recommends the agency owners/property management be held
responsible if they are found guilty of mistreating their tenants. They recommend that fines and/or
penalties be issued and that repetitive or severe offenses be subject to a lifetime removal from the
program.
The Anaheim Housing Authority would like to clarify that it has existing policies in place to address
owner violations. Owners are currently required to enter into a Housing Assistance Payment
(HAP) contract with the AHA when they participate in the program. Section 13-II.B. outlines of
the Administrative Plan outlines the contents of the HAP contract (such as the AHA’s rights and
remedies), while Sections 13-II.D. and E discusses the actions the AHA must take when there is a
breach of the HAP Contract and how it may be terminated. We would also like to clarify that AHA
does impose financial consequences when the HAP Contract is breached. For example, all owners
are required to take maintain the units in accordance with Housing Quality Standards (HQS). If
an owner fails to do so and also fails to correct the HQS deficiencies by the time specified, the AHA
abates housing assistance payments and does not issue payments until the HQS deficiencies are
corrected [24 CFR 985.3(f)] (Section 8-II.G of the Administrative Plan).



#8 - This public comment recommends that there be a housing development or arrangements made
with owners for tenants to have long term tenancy.
We thank you for your recommendation. The AHA has existing policies in place under Section 9I.E.. of the Administrative Plan, that addresses leases and their terms. Federal regulation 24 CFR
982.309 only requires that initial term of the assisted dwelling lease must be for at least one year,
however owners can opt to offer longer term for tenancy at any time.
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#9 - This public comment recommends that all Section 8 program participants should receive a
yearly background check and that the results be shared with potential owners to help waive their
own background check process, which typically comes with a cost.
We thank you for your recommendation. Current federal regulation 24 CFR § 5.903 strictly limits
when and how a Housing Authority can request and process a criminal background check on
individuals who are applying for rental-assistance. All Housing Authorities may only conduct a
background check to screen applicants and determine eligibility and compliance with its program
requirements (Administrative Plan Chapter 3, Part II) and for lease enforcement or eviction of
families (Administrative Plan Chapter 12). The regulation also strictly limits the conditions under
which a Housing Authority can release any information from the background check and
establishes penalties for improper release of information. Further, 24 CFR 982.307(b) states that
owners are currently responsible for the screening and selection of the family to occupy their
units and that a Housing Authority has no liability or responsibility to the owner or other persons
for the family's behavior or suitability for tenancy (Administrative Plan Section 3-III.D). The
AHA is unable to conduct yearly background checks on program participating as doing so would
be in violation of the federal regulations mentioned above.



#10 - This public comment recommends that Security Deposit assistance be expanded to
surrounding cities.
We thank you for your recommendation. Currently, the City of Anaheim administers the One-Time
Security Deposit Assistance Program (OTRAP) and not the AHA, though the City allows AHA
program participants in need to access utilize this resource. The AHA will share your
recommendation with staff that City staff that administer the OTRAP program.



#11 - This public comment suggests that payment standards be updated frequently and that the
current payment standard is not an accurate comparison of rental rates and that it is limiting families
that have to move, often causing them to downsize.
Payment standards establish the maximum subsidy payment amount that a family can receive from
AHA each month. The AHA has existing policies in place under Section 16-II.B. of the
Administrative Plan, that addresses payment standard methodology and how the amounts are
determined. The AHA currently reviews the appropriateness of its payment standard annually.
Each year, the AHA analyzes the new fair market rents (FMRs) published by HUD, funding
availability, changes in rent amounts, unit availability, and the percentage of families that are
unable to locate suitable housing before the voucher expires. These combined factors determine
the payment standards that AHA establishes as appropriate. The AHA may consider an exception
as a reasonable accommodation for a family that includes a person with disabilities if there is a
nexus between the disability and the request being made. Please refer directly to Section 16-II.B.
of the Administrative Plan for the complete language of these policies.



#12 - This public comment recommends that the AHA should appoint a spouse as the new Head of
Household (HOH) in the event of the death or incapacitation of the HOH.
The AHA currently has existing policies in place under Section 11-II.B. of the Administrative Plan,
under the heading Requests to Transfer Assistance – Residual Rights, that addresses this situation.
The policies state that AHA will provide continued assistance to remaining household members
who are income eligible and in good standing in cases where the HOH is no longer a part of the
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household (usually as a result of a death or incarceration). A spouse, co-HOH, and remaining
family is eligible to remain receiving assistance if they remain income eligible and in good
standing. Please refer directly to Section 11-II.B. of the Administrative Plan for the complete
language of these policies.
Public Commenter #2


This public comment referenced the fact that the State of California recently implemented a tier
system for sex offenders (CA SB 384) and asked in individuals would still be denied (or terminated)
from the program if they do not have a prior registration expunged.
The Anaheim Housing Authority would like to clarify that this policy would deny, or terminate,
assistance to all offenders that have been convicted of a sexual crimes against a victim, regardless
of what tier they are in.



This public comment acknowledged developments in Anaheim have to abide by California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) environmental guidelines. The public commenter asked if
Rockwood (Project-Based Voucher property) was developed by bypassing CEQA, why should any
future development not have to follow them?
The Anaheim Housing Authority would like to clarify that all city developments follow the state
and federal regulations that are applicable to each development. CEQA is a California statute
that institutes a statewide policy of environmental protection. The state of California has
exempted specific types of developments from certain aspects of CEQA. When developing new
projects, the Anaheim Housing Authority conducts an analysis of the required state and federal
regulations that must be followed, along with a review of the applicable exemptions to ensure
compliance with all state or federal requirements. Although certain aspects of the CEQA process
may be exempted for affordable housing developments, the city continues to ensure that proper
and required health and safety codes are met.
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Summary of Revisions for the FY 2022-2023 Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher
Administrative Plan
The Anaheim Housing Authority (AHA) is required to maintain an Administrative Plan (Plan)
that details the policies and procedures governing how its Section 8 Housing Choice Voucher
(HCV) Program will be administered. Since its last revision in 2021, some sections of the Plan
are being modified and other sections include new language.
This attachment reflects the revisions made to the Administrative Plan regarding the Section 8
HCV and Project-Based Voucher (PBV) programs. Summaries of the changes being made are
listed below. For your reference, the revisions are listed under “Modified Language.”
In the FY 2020-24 Five Year PHA Plan, the AHA defined a significant amendment or
modification to the PHA Plan is as a change in program policy including changes to rent,
admissions policies, and organization of the waiting list or terminations. Exceptions to this
definition will be made for changes that are adopted to reflect changes in U.S. Department of
Housing and Urban Development (HUD) regulatory requirements or if such changes are adopted
in response to a significant reduction in funding.
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CHAPTER 3: ELIGIBILITY
Modified Language: Criminal Activity [24 CFR 982.553]
Plan Section: 3-III.C. Other Permitted Reasons for Denial of Assistance
Description
of Change:

HUD allows the Housing Authority to deny assistance if the Housing
Authority determines that any household member is currently engaged in, or
has engaged in during a reasonable time before the family would receive
assistance, certain types of criminal activity.
AHA would like to incorporate a policy that clarifies that household members
would be denied assistance if they have been convicted of any criminal sexual
conduct towards any victim who are subject to any registration requirement
under a state sex offender registration program.

New
Language:

Criminal Activity [24 CFR 982.553]
[…]
PHA Policy
If any household member has been convicted of any criminal sexual
conduct against one or more identified victims, and is currently
subject to a registration requirement under a state sex offender
registration program, the family will be denied assistance.
If any household member is currently engaged in, or has been
convicted of drug-related criminal activity, defined as the illegal
manufacture, sale, or distribution of a drug, or the possession of a drug
with intent to manufacture, sell, or distribute the drug, within the past
36 months, the family will be denied assistance.
If any household member is currently engaged in, or has been
convicted of drug-related criminal activities for personal use only,
within the past 12 months, the family will be denied assistance.
For convictions for drug-related criminal activity for personal use
only, within the past 12 months, the PHA will consider whether the
culpable household member is participating in or has successfully
completed a supervised drug or alcohol rehabilitation program or has
otherwise been rehabilitated successfully. The PHA will require the
applicant to submit evidence of the household member’s current
participation in or successful completion of a supervised drug or
alcohol rehabilitation program, or evidence of otherwise having been
rehabilitated successfully.
If any household member has been convicted of violent criminal
activity within the past five years, the family will be denied assistance.
Violent criminal activity, defined by HUD as any criminal activity that
has as one of its elements the use, attempted use, or threatened use of
physical force substantial enough to cause, or be reasonably likely to
cause, serious bodily injury or property damage [24 CFR 5.100].
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If any household member is currently engaged in, or has engaged in
any of the following criminal activities, within the past 12 months, the
family will be denied assistance.
Criminal activity that may threaten the health, safety, or right to
peaceful enjoyment of the premises by other residents or persons
residing in the immediate vicinity; or
Criminal activity that may threaten the health or safety of property
owners and management staff, and persons performing contract
administration functions or other responsibilities on behalf of the PHA
(including a PHA employee or a PHA contractor, subcontractor, or
agent).
Immediate vicinity means within a three-block radius of the premises.
Evidence of such criminal activity includes, but is not limited to the
following, during the respective lookback periods:
Criminal convictions
Police reports or witness statements
Any record of eviction from public or privately-owned housing
as a result of criminal activity
Completion of Parole/Probation - any adult family member convicted
of a drug related, violent, and/or other applicable criminal activity
within the defined lookback period, prior to the date of eligibility
determination, must have completed all the terms of any related
sentence including completion of parole and/or probation to be eligible
for admission. However, if by public record or other preponderance of
evidence, a family member has completed the parole or probation
terms, but appears to be currently engaged in other criminal activity,
within the last twenty four months prior to determination of eligibility,
the PHA may deny admission.
In making its decision to deny assistance, the PHA will consider the
factors discussed in Section 3-III.E. Upon consideration of such
factors, the PHA may, on a case-by-case basis, decide not to deny
assistance
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CHAPTER 4: APPLICATIONS, WAITING LIST AND TENANT SELECTION
Modified Language: Ineligible for Placement on the Active Waiting List
Plan Section: 4-I.D. PLACEMENT ON THE WAITING LIST
Description of The AHA continuously monitors its waiting lists to ensure that applicants are
eligible for the programs that they applied for. Applicants that are ineligible
Change:
for the program that they applied for are removed from the waiting list upon
discovery. The AHA would like to modify its existing policy to clarify that
the removal from the waiting list may occur at any time that the applicant is
on the waiting list if it is discovered they do not qualify for the program, and
not just within 10 days of having received they application. Applicants that
are removed from the waiting by are notified by mail and are granted a 10day appeal period to contest the decision.
Modified
Language:

Ineligible for Placement on the Active Waiting List
PHA Policy
[…]
All information provided for the purposes of being placed on the
active waiting list are subject to verification. If the PHA can
determine from the information provided that a family is ineligible,
the family will not be placed on the active waiting list. Where a
family is determined to be ineligible, the PHA will send written
notification of the ineligibility determination within 10 business days
of receiving a complete applicationwhen the determination was made.
The notice will specify the reasons for ineligibility, and will inform
the family of its right to request an informal review and explain the
process for doing so (see Chapter 16).
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CHAPTER 4: APPLICATIONS, WAITING LIST AND TENANT SELECTION
CHAPTER 5: BRIEFINGS AND VOUCHER ISSUANCE
CHAPTER 11: REEXAMINATIONS
Modified Language: Mail Returned by the Post Office
Plan Sections:
4-II.F. Reporting Changes in Family Circumstances
4-III.D. Notification of Selection
5-I.B. Briefing [24 CFR 982.301]
11-I.B. Scheduling Regular Reexaminations
Description of The AHA requires that all applicants and program participants provide the
agency with their current address at all times so that AHA can notify them of
Change:
information pertaining to their rental-assistance. Otherwise, they removed
from the waiting list or terminated from the program (as applicable). These
policies will stay in effect. The AHA would only like to modify the existing
language so that they all contain uniform language.
Modified
Language:

4-II.F. Reporting Changes in Family Circumstances
PHA Policy
[…]
The PHA uses the current mailing address to send notification when
there are openings in the program. When mail is returned as
undeliverableby the post office, the applicant’s name will be removed
from the waiting list.
4-III.D. Notification of Selection
PHA Policy
[…]
If a notification letter is returned to the PHA with no forwarding
addressby the post office, the family will be removed from the
waiting list. A notice of denial (see Chapter 3) will not be sent to the
family’s address of record as the address on record is will no longer
be considered valid.
5-I.B. Briefing [24 CFR 982.301]
[…]
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Notification and Attendance
PHA Policy
[…]
If the notice is returned by the post office with no forwarding address,
a notice of denial (see Chapter 3) will be sent to the family’s address
of record. The PHA may also send a notice to an alternate address if
provided on the initial application.
11-I.B. Scheduling Regular Reexaminations [24 CFR 982.516]
[…]
Notification of and Participation in the Regular Reexamination Process
[…]
PHA Policy
[…]
If a family fails to attend two scheduled interviews without PHA
approval, or if the notice is returned by the post office with no
forwarding address, a notice of termination (see Chapter 12) will be
sent to the family’s address of record, and to any alternate address
provided in the family’s file.
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CHAPTER 4: APPLICATIONS, WAITING LIST AND TENANT SELECTION
Modified Language: Targeted Funding [24 CFR 982.204(e)]
Plan Section: 4-III.B. Selection and HCV Funding Sources
Description of The AHA currently receives exclusive funding from HUD for specific
categories of families on the waiting list. These categories are defined under
Change:
the “Targeted Funding” section of the Plan. The AHA would like to
incorporate and define the Emergency Housing Vouchers (EHV) and HUDVeteran Affairs Supportive Housing (HUD-VASH) into this list.
Modified
Language:

Targeted Funding [24 CFR 982.204(e)]
[…]
PHA Policy
The PHA administers the following types of targeted funding:
Mainstream for Persons with a Disability- Mainstream vouchers are awarded
to disabled families on the HCV waiting list. AHA applies local preferences
in determining the order in which Mainstream vouchers are awarded to
eligible families.
Family Unification Program (FUP) – FUP vouchers are awarded to families
who are referred to AHA by the Orange County Department of Children
Services. AHA applies local preferences in determining the order in which
FUP vouchers are awarded to eligible families. As allowed by HUD
regulations, when a FUP voucher is vacated, AHA will use the initial FUP
voucher to assist families from the regular HCV waiting list.
Non-Elderly Disabled (NEDs) Vouchers –NEDs vouchers are awarded to
non-elderly disabled families on the HCV waiting list. AHA applies local
preferences in determining the order in which NEDs vouchers are awarded to
eligible families.
Emergency Housing Voucher (EHV) - EHVs are issued to individuals and
families who are homeless, at-risk of homelessness, fleeing, or attempting to
flee, domestic violence, dating violence, sexual assault, stalking, or human
trafficking, or were recently homeless or have a high risk of housing
instability. EHVs are administered in accordance to the policies in Chapter
16 Part X of this Plan.
HUD-Veteran Affairs Supportive Housing (HUD-VASH) - HUD-VASH
vouchers are issued to homeless Veterans or a Veteran families and are
administered in accordance to the policies in Chapter 16 Part XI of this Plan.
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CHAPTER 4: APPLICATIONS, WAITING LIST AND TENANT SELECTION
Modified Language: Local Preferences
Plan Section: 4-III.C. Selection Method
Description
of Change:

The AHA would like to amend its current “Special Needs Populations” local
preference to expand eligibility to a broader population in need of housing.
The City of Anaheim operates several city-funded programs that work
towards housing individuals and families. These programs specifically target
homeless and at risk of becoming homeless families. Rental-assistance to the
families in the city-funded programs is limited based on each program’s
policies and is not permanent. Currently, only Anaheim-based families that
are homeless in any city-funded homeless program qualify for a waiting list
preference. The AHA would like to also like to allow Anaheim-based
families that are at risk of becoming homeless in any city-funded homeless
program as many of these families would find themselves homeless once the
city-funded assistance ends.
In addition, the AHA would also like to establish a preference for families
who have been terminated from the AHA’s Housing Opportunities for
Persons with AIDS (HOPWA) program. Families receiving assistance under
the HOPWA program require that the families have an eligible member. If
the eligible member passes away, the family must be terminated from the
program. This new policy would allow the families in need to remain
receiving assistance but through the Housing Choice Voucher (HCV)
program. All families under this policy would be required to undergo the
entire eligibility process from the beginning, including background checks, to
ensure their eligibility for an HCV voucher.

Modified
Language:

Local Preferences [24 CFR 982.207; HCV p. 4-16]
[…]
PHA Policy
The PHA may open its waiting list only to certain local preferences [PIH
Notice 2012-34]. The following is a list of local preferences offered by the
PHA in their order of selection.
1. Special Needs Populations
a. For up to 172 vouchers, preference will be granted to non-elderly
disabled persons that are transitioning out of institutional or other
segregated settings or are homeless. These vouchers were granted
through 2017 Mainstream Voucher Program NOFA and 2020
CARES Act allocations). Applicants who live or work in the City
of Anaheim will be given priority under this preference.
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b. The PHA will commit up to 50% of annual new admission
vouchers to assist Anaheim-based homeless families who
are either:
i. RHomeless and referred by an approved local
service provider because they are participating in a
local transitional housing program or are receiving
other supportive and shelter services from that
provider. Providers may be required to verify that
applicants had ties to Anaheim prior to entering the
shelter and commit to providing appropriate
services to the client; or
ii. Participating in a city-funded homeless or at risk of
becoming homeless program and have been
referred by the connected service agency.
c. Families who are being terminated from the Housing
Opportunities for Persons with AIDS (HOPWA) program,
due to the qualifying member being deceased.
Applicants must meet all eligibility requirements. Admissions will
be on a first come, first served basis and is subject to funding
availability.
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CHAPTER 5: BRIEFINGS AND VOUCHER ISSUANCE
Modified Language: Extensions of Voucher Term
Plan Section: 5-II.E. Voucher Term, Extensions, and Suspensions
Description
of Change:

The AHA has the authority to grant extensions of search time of a voucher,
specify the length of a voucher extension period, and determine the
circumstances under which extensions will be granted. These discretionary
policies are required to be outlined in the AHA’s Plan. The AHA would like
to clarify that voucher extension requests cannot extend beyond 240 days
(approx. 8 months) even when a reasonable accommodation has been
granted.

Modified
Language:

Extensions of Voucher Term [24 CFR 982.303(b)]
[…]
PHA Policy
The PHA will automatically approve one 60-day extension upon
written request from the family, except in cases of incoming billable
portability vouchers. For additional information regarding extensions of
portability vouchers, please see Chapter 15.
The PHA will approve additional extensions, not to exceed a
maximum of 180 days, only in the following circumstances:
The PHA has determined that additional search time is
necessary due to extraordinary market conditions, such as an
extremely low vacancy rate.
It is necessary as a reasonable accommodation for a person
with disabilities.
It is necessary due to reasons beyond the family’s control, as
determined by the PHA. Following is a list of extenuating
circumstances that the PHA may consider in making its
decision. The presence of these circumstances does not
guarantee that an extension will be granted:
Serious illness or death in the family
Other family emergency
The PHA may approve up to 240 days when necessary as a
reasonable accommodation.
Any request for an additional extension must include the reason(s) an
additional extension is necessary. The PHA may require the family to
provide documentation to support the request.
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All requests for extensions to the voucher term must be made in
writing and submitted to the PHA prior to the expiration date of the
voucher (or extended term of the voucher).
The PHA will decide whether to approve or deny an extension request
within 15 business days of the date the request is received, and will
immediately provide the family written notice of its decision.
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CHAPTER 7: VERIFICATIONS
Modified Language: Verification of Preference Status
Plan Section: 7-II.B. Social Security Numbers [24 CFR 5.216 and Notice PIH 2010-3]
Description
of Change:

New
Language:

On November 2019, HUD released the Eligibility Chapter of their Housing
Choice Voucher Guidebook. This chapter clarified that Housing Authorities
have the option to keep or remove the copy of the documentation of Social
Security Numbers (SSN) once the information has have been verified. The
AHA would like to clarify in its policy that it will retain SSN documentation
in its applicant and participant files.
7-II.B. Social Security Numbers [24 CFR 5.216 and Notice PIH 2010-3]
[…]
Once the individual’s verification status is classified as “verified,” the PHA
may, at its discretion, remove and destroy the copy of the documentation of
SSN [HCV GB, Eligibility Chapter, Nov 2019].should remove and destroy
copies of documentation accepted as evidence of social security numbers by
no later than the next reexamination.
PHA Policy
Once an individual’s status is classified as “verified” in HUD’s EIV
system, the PHA will retain the documents in the applicant and
participant file.remove and destroy copies of documentation accepted
as evidence of social security numbers by no later than the next
reexamination.
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CHAPTER 7: VERIFICATIONS
Modified Language: Verification of Preference Status
Plan Section: 7-II.H. Verification of Preference Status
The AHA must verify the preferences that applicants claim, as they
Description
determine their placement on the waiting list. Chapter 7 of the AHA Plan
of Change:
currently outlines the types of verifications are required for each waiting list
preference. The AHA would like to list what documentation a surviving
spouse must submit when claiming the veteran’s preference. The policy
would require surviving spouses to submit the Veteran’s DD214 (or other
official documentation from the armed services or the Veterans Affairs
Administration), a copy of their marriage license, and the Veteran’s death
certificate.
New
Language:

7-II.H. Verification of Preference Status
[…]
PHA Policy
[…]
Veteran’s Preference – Applicant must submit a copy of their DD-214
or other official documentation from the armed services or the
Veterans Affairs Administration. The applicant must meet the
definition of veteran under the California Military and Veterans Code,
Section 980. If it is unclear that the applicant meets this definition
according to the DD-214, it is the applicant’s responsibility to provide
verification from the US Department of Veterans Affairs that he or
she is considered a veteran.
To verify eligibility under the veteran’s preference as a surviving
spouse, the surviving spouse must submit the Veteran’s DD214 (or
other official documentation from the armed services or the Veterans
Affairs Administration), a copy of their marriage license, and the
Veteran’s death certificate.
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CHAPTER 11: REEXAMINATIONS
Modified Language: Family-Initiated Interim Reexaminations
Plan Section: 11-II.C. Changes Affecting Income or Expenses
Description
of Change:

AHA has existing policies that outline what types of income changes affects
a family’s rent calculation between regular annual reexaminations. These
policies specify what types of income changes prompts the agency to conduct
an interim reexamination of income and modify the rent accordingly.
Currently, AHA conducts an interim reexamination of income if a family
member obtains new or replacement income after losing employment within
the last 12 months. The AHA would like to amend the existing policy so that
the agency conducts an interim reexamination of income any time a family
member obtains new or replacement. This new policy would prompt an
interim reexamination even if the new income is reported after not having
employment for over 12 months.
AHA also has an existing policy which holds that an annual and/or interim
reexamination where the tenant portion of the rent would decrease may only
be processed upon verification that they have applied for unemployment
benefits. The AHA would also like to require that families also apply to
CalWorks and General Relief benefits, as applicable to the individual
family’s situation.

New
Language:

11-II.C. Changes Affecting Income or Expenses
[…]
PHA-Initiated Interim Reexaminations
PHA-initiated interim reexaminations are those that are scheduled based on
circumstances or criteria defined by the PHA. They are not scheduled
because of changes reported by the family.
PHA Policy
The PHA will conduct interim reexaminations in each of the
following instances:
For families receiving the Earned Income Disallowance (EID),
the PHA will conduct an interim reexamination at the start and
conclusion of the second 12 month exclusion period (50
percent phase-in period).
If at the time of the annual reexamination, it is not feasible to
anticipate a level of income for the next 12 months (e.g.
seasonal or cyclic income), the PHA will schedule an interim
reexamination to coincide with the end of the period for which
it is feasible to project income.
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When a family member obtains new or replacement income
after losing employment within the last 12 months. The new
income will be counted towards the family’s rent portion.
This policy does not apply to the loss of employment more
than 12 months prior to the reporting of new income.
The PHA may conduct an interim reexamination at any time
in order to correct an error in a previous reexamination, or to
investigate a tenant fraud complaint.
Family-Initiated Interim Reexaminations
[…]
Required Reporting
HUD regulations give the PHA the freedom to determine the circumstances
under which families will be required to report changes affecting income.
PHA Policy
The PHA will conduct interim reexaminations for families that
qualify for the earned income disallowance (EID), and only when the
EID family’s share of rent will change as a result of the increase.
Families are required to report when a family member obtains new or
replacement employment income within ten (10) business days of the
change.
Families are not required to report any other changes in income or
expenses unless they reported no income at the time of their regular
recertification or they reported a loss of employment income within
the last 12 months.
Families who report no income must report a change in income within
ten (10) business days of the change. AHA The PHA will conduct an
interim re-examination to reflect the addition of income to the
household. The increase will be effective on the first of the month
following a 30 days’ notice to the family.
A family member who reported a loss of employment income within
the last 12 months must report any new or replacement income
obtained by that member.
Families are not required to report any other changes in income or
expenses that occur throughout the year as long as they have provided
complete and accurate information during their regular reexamination.
Optional Reporting
The family may request an interim reexamination any time the family has
experienced a change in circumstances since the last determination [24 CFR
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982.516(bc)(2)]. The PHA must process the request if the family reports a
change that will result in a reduced family income [HCV GB, p. 12-9].
[…]
PHA Policy
If a family reports a change that was not required to report and that
would result in an increase in the family share of the rent, the PHA
will note the information in the tenant file, but will not conduct an
interim reexamination.
Families may report changes in income or expenses at any time. The
PHA will not process an interim reexamination decreasing rent due to
a loss of employment unless the family provides evidence they have
applied for unemployment, CalWorks, and General Relief benefits, as
applicable. Once the family provides this evidence, the PHA will
make an interim change, but will require the family to provide
verification of the new unemployment benefits immediately once they
receive it. The PHA will then conduct a new interim reexamination
to include the new unemployment income. This policy also applies if
the change is reported as part of a regularly scheduled reexamination.
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CHAPTER 12: TERMINATION OF ASSISTANCE AND TENANCY
Modified Language: Drug-Related and Violent Criminal Activity [24 CFR 5.100]
Plan Section: 12-I.E. Mandatory Policies and Other Authorized Terminations
Description of
Change:

HUD allows the AHA to terminate assistance if the AHA determines that
any household member is currently engaged in, or has engaged in during
a reasonable time before the family would receive assistance, certain
types of criminal activity.
AHA would like include a policy where household members would be
terminated from receiving assistance if they have been convicted of any
criminal sexual conduct towards any victim and if they are subject to any
registration requirement under a state sex offender registration program.
12-I.E. Mandatory Policies and Other Authorized Terminations
[…]
Drug-Related and Violent Criminal Activity [24 CFR 5.100]
[…]
PHA Policy
The PHA will terminate a family’s assistance if any household
member has violated the family’s obligation not to engage in any
drug-related or violent criminal activity, including conviction of
any criminal sexual conduct and is currently subject to a
registration requirement under a state sex offender registration
program, during participation in the HCV program.
The PHA will consider all credible evidence, including but not
limited to, any police records, convictions of household members
related to drug-related or violent criminal activity, and any
eviction or notice to evict based on drug-related or violent
criminal activity.
In making its decision to terminate assistance, the PHA will
consider alternatives as described in Section 12-II.C and other
factors described in Sections 12-II.D and 12-II.E. Upon
consideration of such alternatives and factors, the PHA may, on a
case-by-case basis, choose not to terminate assistance.
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CHAPTER 17: PROJECT-BASED VOUCHERS
Modified Language: Preferences [24 CFR 983.251(d) and FR Notice 01/18/17]
Plan Section: 17-VI.D. Selection From the Waiting List [24 CFR 983.251(c)]
Description
of Change:

The AHA would like to amend its current “Special Needs Populations” local
preference to expand eligibility to a broader population in need of housing.
The City of Anaheim operates several city-funded programs that work
towards housing individuals and families. These programs specifically target
homeless and at risk of becoming homeless families. Rental-assistance to the
families in the city-funded programs is limited based on each program’s
policies and is not permanent. Currently, only Anaheim-based families that
are homeless in any city-funded homeless program qualify for a waiting list
preference. The AHA would like to also like to allow Anaheim-based
families that are at risk of becoming homeless in any city-funded homeless
program as many of these families would find themselves homeless once the
city-funded assistance ends.

New
Language:

Preferences [24 CFR 983.251(d) and FR Notice 01/18/17]
PHA Policy
The PHA will establish a set of preferences for each PBV waiting list to reflect
the target population of each PBV project or group of units.
The PHA will also provide a selection preference when required by the
regulation (e.g., eligible in-place families, qualifying families for “excepted
units,” mobility impaired persons for accessible units).
The PHA will commit up to 50% of annual new admission vouchers to assist
Anaheim-based homeless families who are either:
i. Homeless and rReferred by an approved local service
provider because they are participating in a local
transitional housing program or are receiving other
supportive and shelter services from that provider; or
ii. Participating in a city-funded homeless or at risk of
becoming homeless program and have been referred by the
connected service agency.
Applicants are still required to meet all eligibility requirements and qualify
for the PBV unit that they applied for.

ORDINANCE NO. 6470
AN ORDINANCE OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ANAHEIM ADDING
SECTION 1. 04. 392 PROVIDING FOR A BOARD AND COMMISSION MEMBER

ORIENTATION AND AMENDING SECTION 1. 04. 396 OF CHAPTER 1. 04 OF TITLE 1 OF

THE ANAHEIM MUNICIPAL CODE RELATING TO THE REMOVAL OF BOARD AND
COMMISSION MEMBERS DUE TO EXCESSIVE ABSENCES FROM MEETINGS

NOW, THEREFORE, THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF ANAHEIM DOES HEREBY
ORDAIN AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1:

That new Section 1. 04. 392 be, and the same hereby, added to Chapter

1. 04 to read in full as follows:
1. 04. 392

BOARD AND COMMISSION ORIENTATION

010

Staff liaison to City boards and commissions will arrange for new members to
receive appropriate orientation, incorporating Brown Act and ethics training, following the
scheduled annual appointments set forth in Section 1. 04. 391. 030 of the Anaheim Municipal

Code or when a new member assumes their official duties.
SECTION 2: That section 1. 04.396 of Chapter 1. 04 be amended to read in full as

follows:
1. 04.396

REMOVAL OF BOARD AND COMMISSION MEMBERS DUE TO

EXCESSIVE ABSENCES FROM MEETINGS.
010

If a member of a City board or commission shall be absent with or without cause
from three meetings of the board or commission on which that member serves within any six( 6)

month period, the secretary or staff liaison to such board or commission shall immediately file a
written report thereof with the City Clerk, who shall notify the nominating Council Member or
Mayor of such report. At the discretion of the nominating Council Member or Mayor, such
board or commission member may be subject to possible removal by the nominating Council

Member or Mayor, respectively, at a public meeting. If a member of a city board or commission
is absent with or without cause from two (2) additional meetings within the six( 6) months

immediately succeeding the first three ( 3) absences, the secretary or staff liaison to such board or
commission shall immediately file a written report thereof with the City Clerk, who shall
schedule consideration of the possible removal of the member as an agenda item at the next

regular meeting of the City Council, or as soon thereafter as the matter can be considered. Such
board or commission member shall be subject to removal by the affirmative votes of a majority
of the total membership of the City Council.
020

An absence shall be considered an absence for cause if either( 1) the member

informs the chairperson or the City staff liaison of such City board or commission of such
member's intended absence at least 24 hours prior to the scheduled time of the meeting, or( 2)
such absence is due to unforeseeable and unavoidable circumstances which circumstances are

orally reported and explained by the member at the next regular meeting of the board or
commission following such absence, or which are reported and explained in writing to the

secretary and staff liaison of the board or commission prior to the next regular meeting of the
board or commission.

For purposes of this section and sections 1. 04.391 and 1. 04.395, the term" City

040

board or commission" shall mean and include any board or commission of the City of Anaheim
whose members are appointed by the City Council as specified in Article IX of the City Charter

or as otherwise created by formal action of the City Council, including the members of any board
created by a joint exercise of powers agreement to which the City is a party and pursuant to
which the City Council has the power to appoint at least a majority of the board members.
For purposes of this section, the term" meeting" shall mean and include any
regular, adjourned or special meeting of the City board or commission to which the provisions of
this section are being applied.
050

SECTION 3. The City Clerk shall certify to the passage of this ordinance and shall cause
the same to be printed once within fifteen( 15) days after its adoption in the Anaheim Bulletin, a
newspaper of general circulation, published and circulated in the City of Anaheim, and thirty
30) days from and after its final passage, it shall take effect and be in full force.

SECTION 4. The City Council of the City of Anaheim hereby declares that should any
section, paragraph, sentence or word of this ordinance of the Code, hereby adopted, be declared
for any reason to be invalid, it is the intent of the Council that it would have passed all other
portions of this ordinance independent of the elimination herefrom of any such portion as may be
declared invalid.

THE FOREGOING ORDNANCE was introduced at a regular meeting ofthe City Council
of the City of Anaheim held on the
day of September, 2019, and thereafter passed and adopted
24th

at a regular

meeting

of said

City

Council held

on

the

22nd

day of October, 2019, by the following

roll call vote:

AYES: Mayor Sidhu and Council Members Kring, Barnes, Brandman, Moreno,
Faessel, and O' Neil
NOES: None

ABSENT: None
ABSTAIN: None
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CLERK' S CERTIFICATE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF ORANGE

ss.

CITY OF ANAHEIM

I, THERESA BASS, City Clerk of the City of Anaheim, do hereby certify that the foregoing is the
original Ordinance No. 6470 introduced at a regular meeting of the City Council of the City of
Anaheim, held on the 24th day of September, 2019, and that the same was duly passed and
adopted at a regular meeting of said City Council held on the 22nd day of October, 2019, by the
following vote of the members thereof:
AYES:

Mayor Sidhu and Council Members Kring, Barnes, Brandman, Moreno,
Faessel and O' Neil

NOES:

None

ABSENT:

None

ABSTAIN:

None

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand this 29th day of October, 2019.

CLERK OF TH

SEAL)

CITY OF ANAHEIM

CLERK' S CERTIFICATE

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

)

COUNTY OF ORANGE

)

ss.

CITY OF ANAHEIM

I, THERESA BASS, City Clerk of the City of Anaheim, do hereby certify that the foregoing is
the

original

Ordinance No. 6470

and was published

in the Anaheim Bulletin

on

the

31st

day

of October, 2019, pursuant to Section 512 of the City Charter of the City of Anaheim.
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OF THE CITY OF ANAHEIM

